
May 23, 2022

Beth Card

Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Boston MA 02108

Submitted via MEPA Public Comments Portal

Re: EEA 13940: AD Makepeace Tihonet Mixed Use Development (TMUD): Comments on Final

Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) dated March 30, 2022

Dear Secretary Card:

Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. (STPB) submits these comments on behalf of itself and its members and

affiliates including Community Land and Water Coalition on the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR)

submitted by Beals+Thomas (BT) dated March 30, 2022 for ADM Development Services LLC (ADM). The

FEIR purports to form the basis for the MEPA “close out” of the 2007 Special Review Procedure for the

ADM Tihonet Mix Use Development of 6,100 acres in Plymouth, Carver and Wareham.

These comments show the inadequacy of the FEIR and MEPA review for the TMUD development and

request that the Secretary retain jurisdiction and take the actions requested below. The maps and

photographs provided here are only a sampling of what is publicly available to MEPA to see the Damage

to the Environment in the TMUD area from ADM’s commercial mining, trucking and dumping covered up

with industrial solar energy facilities and cranberry bogs.

This letter also serves as a notice of intent to commence an action or proceeding on behalf of STPB and

its members alleging that the FEIR and prior MEPA review fail to comply with G.L. c. 30, Sections 62-62G

because they do not describe:

● The “nature and extent” of the Damage to the Environment and its environmental impact,

● The adverse short term and long term environmental consequences that cannot be avoided, and

● Reasonable alternatives to the project and environmental consequences.

This notice is timely and is given within 60 day of issuance of notice of the FEIR under G.L. c. 30, Section

62C. Said notice was given in the April 8, 2022 Environmental Monitor. This notice identifies with

particularity the issues to be considered in any such action or proceeding. A copy of this notice is being

provided to the Attorney General and project proponent ADM.

The Form for the notice of intent to commence an action or proceeding is submitted as a separate

document.
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Under G.L. c. 30, Section 62H, the action or proceeding to be commenced will seek, inter alia, a judicial

determination that ADM  has “knowingly concealed a material fact or knowing submitted false

information in a form or report required under sections 62 to 62H.”

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  Please contact us to obtain any further information.

Very truly yours,

Save the Pine Barrens, Inc.

Margaret E. Sheehan

Margaret E. Sheehan, Esq.

158 Center Hill Road

Plymouth MA 02360

environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com

508-259-9154
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Introduction

The silent environmental crisis of sand mining and the TMUD

Underlying the thin veneer of ADM’s “TMUD” smart growth, open space and “clean energy” solar

development is a legacy of unregulated, uncontrolled and environmentally disastrous aggregate mining

and processing causing unmitigated and unreviewed Damage to the Environment. This is the state’s

largest environmental crisis perhaps in its history, other than maybe the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant and

its spent nuclear fuel.

The impacts of ADM’s sand mining are being ignored. ADM is contributing to the “silent environmental

crisis” of industrial sand mining happening globally. The United Nations Environment Program in April

2022 issued a global warning about the massive, unregulated destruction caused by sand mining. And it

is happening right here in the TMUD area where ADM is mining its “vast reserves” of “Carver sand” - a

global commodity. See, www.readcustomsoils.com (Read is ADM’s affiliate in Carver that sells the sand).

The world faces a shortage of the type of silica sand ADM is mining. Its removal from the aquifer is

harming our drinking water.

MEPA jurisdiction extends to at least 2032 over the entire TMUD area

The SRP cannot legally be closed out as ADM requests. The SRP itself, coupled with irrefutable facts

about Damage to the Environment never reviewed, requires MEPA to retain jurisdiction. ADM cannot so

easily evade accountability for past and ongoing failures to disclose, assess, provide alternatives to and

mitigation for prior and ongoing Damage to the Environment, including the impacts of sand mining.

The SRP jurisdiction extends until at least 2032 according to its terms and covers all work within the

TMUD area that is likely to cause Damage to the Environment. The January 29, 2007 Certificate of the

Secretary of Environmental Affairs Establishing a Special Review Procedure defined the “Project” as “the

development of a 6,000 acres in the towns of Wareham, Carver and Plymouth” to occur “over the next

25 years or more” (2032 at least). G.L. c. 30, Section 62 (definition of “project”).

MEPA and ADM have consistently defined “the Project” in this way for the last 15 years. See, for

example, 9/12/2008 Draft Record of Decision by EEA (“The project is proposed as a phased development

over the next 25 years or more…The Phase C development [4,910 acres in the towns of Carver,

Plymouth and Wareham] will likely include agricultural, mixed use residential, village scale retail, with

remainder to be held as conservation land.”)

The TMUD uses have invariably been defined as residential, commercial, light industrial, and open space.

MEPA review documents have consistently stated that the types of uses may vary – but MEPA has never

said ADM gets an off ramp if it unilaterally decides that it does not want some uses reviewed as it is

doing with the FEIR.
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ADM is seeking to evade scrutiny of its industrial sand mining operations, destruction of historic

resources, removal of vast quantities of sand and gravel that protect the Plymouth Carver Sole Source

Aquifer and other Damage to the Environment it has tried to hide, cover up (literally and figuratively),

and greenwash under the ruse of “clean” renewable energy generating facilities built on land that is the

ancestral Wampaoag homelands, once forested, globally significant for biodiversity and that served the

climate resilience needs of the region.

The Aquifer serves as the sole source of drinking water for 7 towns and part of an 8th town. The region is

consistently among the fastest growing in the state by population and demand for services such as safe

drinking water. Areas around the TMUD are already contaminated with PFAS and ADM’s own landfill

located in the heart of the TMUD could be a likely source of contamination. Yet, surrounding the landfill,

ADM has stripped off at least 10 million cubic yards of sand and gravel and removed the forests and

vegetation that once filtered that groundwater.

The Project area is the unceded ancestral territory of the Wampanoag people who have been excluded

from meaningful opportunities for review and comment on work that has destroyed and continues to

destroy sites, artifacts and lands with significant historic and cultural value to these people. The

significance of the entire TMUD Project was explicitly acknowledged by Massachusetts Historical

Commission as recently as 2020: “The archeological reconnaissance survey conducted in 2007 for the

overall ADM project indicates that the project impact area is archaeologically sensitive.” 10/30/2020

Letter from MHC to Borrego Solar for ADM Makepeace solar project in TMUD area. ADM has ignored

and manipulated the MHC review process and cut the public out. The SRP has failed and continues to fail

to provide meaningful opportunity for public input and comment for the Wampanoag people.

Required mitigation for past Damage to the Environment is incomplete, as ADM admits. The state’s

Environmental Justice policy is being ignored, and cumulative impacts have not been assessed.

The FEIR continues ADM’s tired refrain that ground mounted solar (preceded by industrial sand mining,

logging and often dumping) is a better environmental outcome than residential subdivisions that require

wastewater disposal, water usage, and traffic, to quote ADM CEO Jim Kane (Wareham Week 5/20/2022).

This is a baseless claim contradicted by the CEO’s own statements. Strip mining and hauling away tens of

millions of cubic yards of sand and gravel and denuded forested lands and rendering them sterile

removes groundwater protection. The FEIR and Kane fail to mention ADM’s apparent onsite sand

washing that extracts unknown volumes of groundwater for industrial processing. Or the unaccounted

truck traffic - some 900,000 tractor trailers - needed to haul off the estimated 24 million cubic yards of

sand and gravel removed to date  – and that is likely an underestimate.  Those trucks contained the

state’s environmental and cultural heritage -  historic resources, unique pine barrens trees, carcasses of

globally rare animal species, and soils that took 30,000 years to build up.

The FEIR and MEPA review to date is unsupportable, incomplete and deficient. ADM’s attempt to obtain

MEPA’s rubber stamp violates the fundamental precept of MEPA environmental review of transparency,

accountability, and public participation in review of the impacts of large development projects. Indeed,
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this is one of the largest, if not the largest development project in MEPA history by land acreage,

duration and Damage to the Environment. ADM failed to conduct proper scoping for work on the

Project, MEPA failed to do site visits, and ADM violated mandates for public participation and

involvement.

The record shows that ADM attempted to evade, minimize and hide Damage to the Environment from

the beginning of the SRP to the current day, with devastating, avoidable and unmitigated impacts to the

environment. ADM’s industrial scale aggregate mining operations have been swept under the rug and

the impacts on the Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer completely ignored.

Requested Findings

STPB requests that the Secretary find:

● ADM has knowingly concealed material facts and/or knowingly submitted false information in

forms and/or reports required under MEPA, G.L. c. 30, Sections 62 to 62H;

● A special investigation by an independent qualified team of experts paid for by ADM is required

to assess the nature and extent of the Damage to the Environment by ADM’s earth removal

operations in the TMUD area, including an audit of the volume of earth removed and the impact

on the Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer;

● Site visits and in person consultations with community members knowledgeable about the

history, ecology and nature and extent of ADM’s Damage to the Environment is required to fully

and accurately ascertain the damage and necessary mitigation;

● In person consultations with the Wampanoag Nation and full disclosure of damage to historic

resources is required, and a full consultation under the National Historic Preservation Act,

Section 106 will be held for the cumulative damage to Native American cultural resources;

● No further work in the TMUD area will occur until there is free, prior and informed consent by

the Wampanoag Nation and full compliance with MEPA’s Environmental Justice Policy;

● The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews do not adequately assess the nature and extent of Damage to

the Environment;

● ADM has undertaken “Expansion” of the Project within the meaning of 301 CMR 11.02, failed to

disclose Damage to the Environment from expansion, and must file Environmental Notification

Forms (ENF),  draft and final EIR for each aspect of the expansion;

● ADM has improperly segmented the Project, withheld information from MEPA, state agencies,

local boards and committees, undermined Section 61 findings and undermined consideration of
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“positive and negative short-term and long-term potential environmental impacts for all Phases

of a Project” and the “cumulative impacts of a Project.” 301 CMR 11.01(d) and 11.02(c);

● ADM has violated the Special Review Procedure, 301 CMR 11.09;

● ADM must file a new ENF and draft EIR containing a “reasonably complete and stand-alone

description of the Project and all work in the TMUD area, and its alternatives and  assessment of

its potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures,” with the “depth and level of

description and analysis that reflects “the status of the Project planning and design, the type and

size of the Project...the availability of reasonable alternatives and methods  to avoid or minimize

potential environmental impacts, and the opportunity to assess environmental impacts and to

identify appropriate mitigation measures.” 301 CMR 11.07(3) and (6); and

● The FEIR fails to contain Section 61 Findings from Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC),

Massachusetts Division of Fish and Game (DFG), Massachusetts Natural Heritage and

Endangered Species Program (NHESP); Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection

(DEP), and possibly others, as required by 310 CMR 11.12(2).

I. MEPA must retain jurisdiction over Project review because work is ongoing,

more is planned and the SRP has not expired

In 2006, ADM sought the benefit of a SRP, essentially “MEPA lite”. To get the SRP, ADM claimed benefits

to itself, the public and MEPA. The SRP was supposed to “ensure that the cumulative impacts of the

Development are documented in a timely manner, while allowing for more detailed review of individual

components of the Development in review documents for each proposed phase of the Development.”

(Emphasis supplied.)1 Under the SRP, any and all development work in the TMUD area likely to cause

Damage to the Environment is subject to MEPA jurisdiction.

The  2007 SRP Certificate adopted every aspect of ADM’s request, sanctioning MEPA lite through at least

2032 for the entire 6,000 acre “Development.”  The Certificate states, “Upon completion of the MEPA

review of the final development phase, a Certificate on the Final EIR for the entire 6,000-acre project site

(referred to as Phase C in the Request for a SRP) will be issued.” Page 5.

1 G.L. c. 30, Section 62A provides for a SRP: “in the case of a major and complicated project the secretary
of environmental affairs, with the agreement of the agencies and persons who are proposing, providing
financial assistance for or issuing permits for a project subject to sections sixty-two to sixty-two H,
inclusive, may establish a specific procedure for evaluation and review of the environmental impacts of
said project.”
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Under the SRP, the Project in its entirety is subject to “Area-Wide Review” under 301 CMR 11.09(4). The

purpose of review for an Area Wide project is “to assist a Proponent in establishing a future baseline in

relation to which a Project and its alternatives can be described and analyzed and its potential

environmental impacts and mitigation measures can be assessed.”

The FEIR provides no measurement of the Damage to the Environment against the benchmarks

described in the 2009 TMUD baseline documents. It provides no description of the alternatives other

than comparing solar to residential. Mitigation measures are non-existent, incomplete and for work

never reviewed, mitigation was never even proposed.

MEPA jurisdiction for the SRP is broad and based on numerous agency permits and state financial

assistance. A MEPA 2009 NPC Certificate lists state permits, stating the “project is undergoing

environmental review because it requires state Agency Actions and exceeds MEPA review thresholds for

a mandatory EIR.”  The Certificate further states that because the “project involves financial assistance

from the Commonwealth, MEPA jurisdiction is broad and extends to all aspects of the project likely to

cause Damage to the Environment.”  Now, ADM claims there is no MEPA review for certain types of work

in the TMUD area - a position contrary to the Certificate which says any work that causes Damage to the

Environment is subject to MEPA review as part of “the Project.”

The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews have never disclosed any Financial Assistance ADM received for

development of the TMUD, including any agricultural subsidies. All of ADM’s solar projects approved by

DOER are made possible only by DOER’s Financial Assistance. DOER “statements of qualification” for

ADM’s SMART solar projects are state permits and Agency Action granted subject to conditions and

revocation for violations. Therefore all of the solar projects have obtained Financial Assistance and

Agency Action has been taken triggering MEPA review independent of the SRP.

Whether an individual “phase” of the Project requires Agency Action or Financial Assistance, or meets a

threshold is, however, irrelevant: ADM consented to MEPA jurisdiction, the Secretary in 2009 found

MEPA jurisdiction is broad and extends to any and all any activities within the 6,000+/- acres of the

TMUD geographic area that are likely to cause Damage to the Environment.  ADM’s self-serving claim in

the FEIR that “the SRP was never intended to create jurisdiction where it did not exist” belies and

contradicts its own 2006 SRP request for MEPA lite and is contrary to the broad jurisdiction announced

by the Secretary in 2009.
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II. The FEIR fails to disclose ongoing work, long term plans, and new projects that

have commenced

MEPA should not let ADM off the hook by closing out the SRP because the Damage to the Environment
from past and ongoing work has never been disclosed to MEPA as required by MEPA and the regulations.
See, e.g.  301 CMR 11.07(3) and (6). STPB brought this to MEPA’s attention in 2021, by filing two Notices
of Project Change under the MEPA regulations  requesting that the Secretary determine that ADM
knowingly and/or inadvertently concealed material facts and/or submitted false information during
MEPA review, and has segmented the Project.  301 CMR 11.10(5). STPB submitted detailed factual
information about the nature and extent of undisclosed material facts and/or false information. MEPA
denied STPB’s NPC requests without any legal or factual grounds.

MEPA itself can easily observe the Damage to the Environment in the TMUD by doing a site visit, but it
has refused to make such a visit. MEPA can also observe the Damage to the Environment by accessing
MassMapper, the state’s own GIS system, or accessing aerial images, photographs and maps on the
YouTube Channel of Save the Pine Barrens showing unaccounted for work causing ongoing Damage to
the Environment in the TMUD area. The FEIR is incomplete for all of the reasons cited in STPB’s NPC
filings, by these images and videos, which are incorporated by reference herein.

A. New work commenced without MEPA filings

Public records disclose ADM’s plans for continued, new development in the TMUD area, destroying the

credibility of its claims in the FEIR that future development is uncertain. This work is likely to cause

Damage to the Environment and subject to MEPA review – another reason why the SRP cannot be closed

out.

1. New solar and battery storage projects

It appears, based on best available information (not anything disclosed by ADM) that Eversource has

approved the following new solar projects for the TMUD area:

● Wankinko Federal Road Carver Solar,  4.99 MW PV in Carver applied for on August 3, 2021,

project ES-21-G35, approved by ISO in 2021.

● Frogfoot Tihonet Road Wareham Solar, 4.5 MW PV facility in Wareham, project ES-21-G68,

approved by ISO September 21, 2021.

● Old Orchard Tihonet Road Wareham Solar, 2.25 MW solar PV, project ES-21-G-67 applied for in

August, 2021 and approved by ISO 9/23/21.

● Possible expansion of TMUD Phase C8 Hammond Street, Carver solar project, and

● Possible expansion of TMUD Phase C6 “Golden Field” 59 Federal Road, Carver solar project.
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Details about these six projects are on the ISO-NE website.2 See, e.g. https://www.iso-ne.com proposed

plan application status list at

https://www.iso-ne.com/system-planning/transmission-planning/proposed-plan-applications

In addition, ADM and Borrego Solar have commenced planning for a ground mounted solar project on an
11.6 acre parcel on Jordan Road in the TMUD area as documented in a October 13, 2020 letter from
Brona Simon, State Historic Preservation Officer, Executive Director, State Archeologist, Massachusetts

Historic Commission to Zak Farkas, project manager for Borrego Solar. The letter describes how Borrego
has submitted a Project Notification Form for the project to MHC, on ADM land, “immediately adjacent
to the 140 Tihonet Road South solar array within the overall ADM Tihonet Mixed-Use Phase C
Development.”

These public records show ADM has engaged in at a minimum “initiation of any preparatory phase of the
Project” within the definition of  “Commencement of a Project” under MEPA.
The MEPA regulations define “Commencement of a Project” to include, “initiation of any preparatory
phase of the Project, including any action or expenditure of funds on the financing, marketing, or
development of the Project.”  301 CMR 11.00.  “Expansion” is defined as “any material increase in
Capacity, demand on infrastructure, or physical dimensions of a Project or frequency of activity
associated with the Project.”(Beals+Thomas acts as ADM’s permitting consultant for solar projects and it
is implausible that BT does not know about these projects in the TMUD area.) Further, these projects
constitute an “expansion” of the TMUD project as they are a material increase in Capacity of ADM’s solar
projects, expand the physical dimensions and acreage within the Project and the frequency of activity
associated with the Project.

FEIR misleads MEPA and the public about ADM’s future development plans in the TMUD area in an effort
to evade MEPA review.  For example, the FEIR states,

“No new projects are proposed as part of this filing.” FEIR Section 1.1 (Emphasis supplied)

“While it is possible that ADM will consider other potential projects within the TMUD at some point in

the future, such projects are not part of any present planning and may simply never occur. For that

reason, such possibilities are not included in this FEIR. Should the Proponent decide to pursue any new

jurisdictional projects in the TMUD that trigger MEPA review at any point following closure of the SRP,

the Proponent will coordinate with MEPA.” (Emphasis supplied)

“New small- to mid-scale renewable energy projects may be developed in the future in the Phase C

BDOD and elsewhere in Phase C.” Section 1.1.2. (Emphasis supplied)

These misleading statements are grounds to reject the FEIR as incomplete.

2 ADM also plans another large solar project on bogs and upland it owns on Maple Springs Road. Maple
Springs Solar and Battery project, Wareham. 4.99 MW solar, project ES-21-G73.
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2. Carver Cell Tower

In 2021, ADM sought approval from the Town of Carver to install a cell tower on its Read Custom Soils

“blending facility” on Federal Road in the “Phase C1” TMUD area. ADM failed to disclose this in the FEIR.

See, comments to Town of Carver, December 2021 included with these comment. While apparently

expanding the uses in the Phase C1 area ADM has apparently not  completed the Transfer of

Development rights or other mitigation for this area. MHC issued an archeological survey permit for the

cell tower and issued a review letter.

B. Long term impacts of multi-phase development

The FEIR and EENFs filed to date fail to describe the nature and extent of the Damage to the

Environment caused by ADM’s TMUD large ground mounted solar projects (including Phases C 3, 4, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11 and 12). The solar projects are only one phase of the development at each site.  In some cases,

the land has been used first for a multi-year aggregate mining operation, as described below. Second,

the land has been leased for 20 years to a solar company. Then when the solar infrastructure is removed,

ADM will use the land for purposes such as residential subdivision according to ADM’s CEO Jim Kane.

301 CMR 11.07(6)(e) requires an EIR to describe the object of the Project, contain a timetable, methods

and timetable for construction of the Project. Neither the FEIR nor any other MEPA review contains a

timetable for ADM’s multi-step and multi-phase development of the solar sites and the Damage to the

Environment associated with each step. Some of the ground mounted solar projects are already installed

and may come to the end of their 20-year life before the soonest date of SRP expiration in 2032. This

multi-step development and the associated Damage to the Environment must be reviewed under MEPA.

ADM’s multi-phase plans for the TMUD solar sites was described in  2016, by ADM CEO Jim Kane when

he publicly explained to the Wareham Planning Board his company’s timetable for the TMUD solar

developments:

“Well, that's access for the parcel on which the solar field is located today..say the lease comes up in

about 20 years, solar’s  a another fad gone by, the solar company pulls all of its junk out of there and

then we come in for a subdivision road way that comes [from the]  two points and accesses something in

the back. That’s all just looking ahead.”

Available at: Save the Pine Barrens You Tube, “AD Makepeace Company CEO Jim Kane on solar,”

The FEIR contains major misrepresentations claiming that the “significantly reimagined” TMUD that

replaces residential, commercial and light industrial use with industrial scale energy generating facilities

followed by housing subdivisions are a “lower impact use”. It notes that replacing residential and

commercial development “in favor of the approved solar and agricultural uses reduces Phase C

wastewater generation and commensurate nutrient loading from sewage disposal systems, as well as

other environmental impacts associated with traffic, roadways and impervious surfaces.” FEIR Section
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1.4. Neither the FEIR nor the EENFs for the solar projects describe the Damage to the Environment from

the work to be done to replace the solar “junk” with residential subdivisions that will generate the very

wastewater, nutrient loading and impervious surfaces” ADM claims the solar project avoid.

The FEIR fails to contain an accurate and complete description of the second or third phase of the project

(depending on whether aggregate mining has been done first) which includes the impacts of subdivisions

and roadways. The Secretary must find it inadequate.

III. Project development has departed significantly and materially from the SRP

ADM’s commitment to the SRP was a public promise to do what it described in its SRP application in

exchange for “MEPA lite” review. ADM has reneged on that promise, duped MEPA and is engaged in

Damage to the Environment on a massive scale in the most ecologically sensitive and significant area of

the state, and indeed a global biodiversity hotspot.

The 2007 Certificate stated “the Proponent intends to “replicate the traditional New England village

development in a manner consistent with villages in the project area.”

No such thing has occurred. Instead, the globally rare ecosystem has been decimated by ongoing strip

mining, deforestation for large scale industrial solar greenwashed as a climate benefit, dumping, and

industrial sand and aggregate processing.

This is a drastic change from the mixed use, multi-year Village concept (some of which was built and

which itself appears to be preceded by strip mining).

ADM’s bait and switch deprived EEA of the opportunity to review the decisions and actions at the time

with the result that new and different projects were done without adequate review by or input of the

MEPA Unit and the public - and sometimes with no review at all. This disadvantaged the MEPA Unit and

cut out the public.  Now the company is seeking an off-ramp from MEPA without ever reviewing new

phases that have been commenced but not yet constructed and that are being hidden (such as proposed

solar projects) and work that was never disclosed at all like industrial sand mining at the Carver sites.

These are described below.

A. Carver earth removal sites disguised as agriculture and wrongfully commenced without

MEPA review

The SRP procedure and multiple MEPA certificates say future Phase C development will include

“agricultural projects.”  Now, ADM claims three new minining projects – disguised as agriculture -  are

exempt from the SRP.
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FEIR Section 1.1 identifies “three active Earth Removal Permits” for ADM’s commercial earth removal

operations in Carver. STPB brought these industrial operations to MEPA’s attention in the July 2021 NPC

which wrongfully MEPA rejected.

The FEIR claims this commercial mining is outside the because there is Agency Action triggering MEPA

jurisdiction and “such activities were undertaken in accordance with agricultural rights and exemptions

and consistent with local bylaws.” ADM is wrong on both counts.

First, this work is development within the TMUD area (see Section 1 above) and is causing Damage to

the Environment and the SRP applies. The SRP is not limited to work that requires Agency Action or

Financial Assistance because the entire Project triggered MEPA.

Second, even if Agency Action or Financial Assistance is needed to trigger MEPA jurisdiction, there is

Agency Action here. MHC has issued archeological survey permits and concurrence letters for the three

Carver earth removal projects ADM claims are exempt.

NHESP issued a permit for the 46 Federal Road work. At all three sites it appears groundwater is or has

been withdrawn from the aquifer sand washing operations, possibly triggering the Water Management

Act.

Third, there is no “agricultural exemption” in MEPA as ADM seems to imply in the FEIR. ADM used the

ruse of “agricultural projects” to obtain earth removal permits from the Town of Carver and in an

attempt to dupe MEPA again in the FEIR. Commercial earth removal under the pretense of agricultue is

an outdated, indefensible ruse ADM successfully used to dupe MEPA in 2011 and 2012 obtaining Phase

C1 and Phase C3 MEPA Certificates for commercial mining extraction of over 9 million cubic yards of sand

and gravel (worth about $36 million, dwarfing revenues from the alleged cranberry bogs that have never

been built). This was a ruse then and it is now.

Fourth, it appears that ADM is planning to install ground mounted solar projects all three sites, based on

the project descriptions provided by Eversource and cited above.

Further details about these three mining projects are below.

1. 46 Federal Road, Carver mining site - Phase C 1 “Wankinko Bog” expansion

The FEIR gives an erroneous and misleading description of ADM’s commercial mining and processing

operation at 46 Federal Road at the intersection of Cranberry Road and Federal Road.

First, the plans for Phase C1 in the NHESP CMP take permit # 011-183 purporting to authorize the

destruction of 27 acres of Eastern Box Turtle habitat is the same location where ADM is conducting this

mining operation. See, CMP permit 001-183, DFW, Attachment A, Project Site Plan. The FEIR admits the

“authorized limits of earth removal overlap with the limit of work for the Phase C1 Wankinko Cranberry
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Bog Expansion previously reviewed by MEPA.” FEIR Section 1.1. “Overlapping” means the work is in the

Phase C1 area and it is therefore subject to MEPA review under the SRP.

Second, since this is in the Phase C1 area, there must be an accurate accounting of the volume of sand

and gravel extracted and sold commercially.  The FEIR claims that the volume is “up to 945,200” cubic

yards. This is less than half of what the earth removal permits actually say –  numerous rubber-stamp

Carver permits show over 2,385,000 cubic yards at this location.

Third, the agricultural ruse for sand mining here is exposed in multiple documents and records. In 2011

and 2017 ADM  submitted the same recycled cranberry bog plans to Carver as a ruse to obtain earth

removal permits which were unlawfully granted and extended based on the misleading permit

applications. The cranberry bogs have never been built some 12 years later.The FEIR claims the earth

removal is being done “in advance of agricultural uses.” FEIR 1.1, the same argument it has used since

2010 in multiple MEPA reviews and EENFs.  The agricultural projects are not built and ADM’s claims are

not credible. This appears to be the location of the “Wankinko” solar site approved by Eversource. See,

Wankinko Federal Road Carver Solar, 4.99 MW PV in Carver applied for on August 3, 2021, project

ES-21-G35, approved by ISO in 2021, described above. MEPA review must include this proposed use of

the Phase C1 area.

Earth materials extracted from this site supply Read. ADM customers also routinely pick up sand and

gravel from the site directly. (source: eye witnesses, 2021, 2022, Carver earth removal records).

Fourth, the prior MEPA review for Phase C1 is inadequate and fails to assess the nature and extent of the

ongoing Damage to the Environment. There has never been an EIR for this massive project. The

11/12/2010 MEPA Certificate says ADM’s “bog expansion” here would “take approximately five years to

complete and will result in 32 acres of land alteration and up to 100 truck trips per day during the

construction period…The bog expansion is located within potential endangered species habitat and

within an area considered to be highly sensitive for archeological resources.” The FEIR, in Section 1.2.3.1

admits the cranberry project is not built.  (The “Wankinko Cranberry Bog expansion area has been

cleared and the cranberry bog system will be built….”) ADM has had over 10 years to built the bogs and

instead of doing so it has expanded earth removal operations throughout the 539 acre Phase C1 area

and has clear-cut forested MESA endangered species habitat, likely destroyed a significant ancient Native

American historic site and is conducting an industrial mining operation with hundreds of truck trips per

day hauling  sand and gravel. The work has expanded to at least 47 acres, 10 acres beyond what was

reviewed in the 2010 Certificate

Impacts not described in the Phase C1 9/22/2010 ENF for Phase C1 and not addressed in the FEIR

include (these same issues are relevant to all work within the TMUD area).

● Truck traffic, emissions, and noise impacts The FEIR fails to address the non-stop truck traffic and

industrial equipment operations at the Phase C1 site going on since at least 2010. There is no
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credible documentation of the actual truck traffic, as opposed to the fictional number cited by

the FEIR based on the illegal and expired Carver Earth Removal Permit.  The Vanesee &

Associates (VAI) draft Jan. 2022 traffic study with the FEIR is wholly deficient (see Cumulative

Impacts section below). Neither the FEIR or prior MEPA reviews account for the daily disel

emissions from constant operation of logging, excavation, material processing and sorting and

other industrial equipment or the constant truck traffic.

● Historic impacts MHC identified the Phase C 1 work area including the current expanded mining

area as potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, and “highly

sensitive” archaeologically. The 11/12/2010 MEPA Certificate for Phase C1 states “The

Proponent has indicated to the MEPA office that the project will be designed to avoid the

Wankinko Bog Site and find spots. The Proponent should continue consultations with MHC”

regarding protection of significant cultural resources. MHC’s 10/29/2010 review letter

recommended a site examination if the ancient archeological sites could not be avoided. The

FEIR and prior MEPA reviews do not answer these questions:

Has ADM destroyed the historic site that is/was potentially eligible for the National Register?

What has ADM done to “avoid the Wankinko Bog Site and find spots”?

Have ADM, MHC and MEPA consulted with the Wampanoag Nation about the potential

destruction of this significant archeological area?

Has the NHPA Section 106 consultation been done?

Where is the record that ADM took the actions requested by MHC in the 10/29/2010 review

letter?

● Impacts to endangered species, priority habitat and BioMap2 habitat, MESA  listed plant

and animal species On 6/9/2011, NHESP issued take permit 001-183 for Phase C1. The

area is now  obliterated.  The permit expired at least twice and has been extended with

no explanation of how the conditions of the permit can be implemented on an

obliterated site.

The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews do not answer these questions:

Where is the record of inspections required by the CMP?

Where is the notice of start work?

Where are records of compliance with the Oxbow Consulting Turtle Plan for the site?

Have all CMP conditions been followed?

Where did ADM disclose to MEPA the status of the permit, its expiration and compliance

with terms and conditions that are supposed to mitigate Damage to the Environment

under MEPA?

What are the cumulative impacts on endangered and listed species from ADM’s work in

Phase C1 and the other TMUD phases in the Project area?

Where is the NHESP Section 61 finding?
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● Impacts on groundwater, surface water and water bodies. ADM’s 12 year industrial

mining work at the Phase C1 site has altered topography and removed groundwater

protection. The following questions are not addressed in the FEIR or prior MEPA reviews:

Where is an analysis of the changes in topography caused by ADM’s aggregate mining

operation on water drainage and stormwater?

What is the volume of earth materials removed at this location?

What is the impact of removing the volume of earth at this site on protection of

groundwater?

What is the impact of removing earth at this site on groundwater quality and quantity?

How many trees were removed?

How much top soil was removed?

What is the impact on the Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens ecosystem viability of removing

Pitch Pines and other unique and rare tree species at this site?

Where is the NPDES GCP for the 10-year mining operation at this site?

What is the impact on stormwater runoff and drainage on the Wankinko River from this

operation?

Explain aerial images that appear to show mining and earth removal has been done

below 4 feet and into the groundwater table.

Has aggregate processing occurred on the site and what are the impacts?

Has water been withdrawn from the aquifer for onsite sand washing or other  material

processing?

Has filling occurred as seems to be indicated on aerial images?

● Where is evidence of mitigation?

Where is evidence that ADM completed the Transfer of Development Rights that was

required by the CMP permit for Phase C1?

ADM’s 2016 conservation map states the mitigation for this site is 47 acres next to MSSF.

Has this land been put into permanent conservation?

Is ADM “double dipping” and using this 47 acres as mitigation for other sites where

Damage to the Environment is occurring?

ADM has conducted and is conducting activities outside of and beyond the scope of what was disclosed

in the 9/2010 EENF, FEIR and MEPA reviews. It has expanded geographically at least 12 acres beyond the

32 acres reviewed in the 2010 Certificate and the duration of the work has extended 6 years past the

original 5 year construction period and is ongoing.  A new ENF, draft EIR and final EIR are required.The

FEIR is inadequate. A new ENF, draft EIR and final EIR must be required.

2. 59 Federal Road, Carver (expansion of Phase C6 mining)
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This 85 acre site is subject to the SRP as an expansion of the Phase C6 solar and mining operation, it is in

the TMUD area and is development that is causing Damage to the Environment. The FEIR, while denying

this work is subject to the SRP, omits material facts and provides inaccurate and misleading information.

Here, ADM simply kept mining north and west of the 50 acre Golden Field Phase C6 mining and solar

site. The total area mined or to be mined is 135 acres. As shown below there was no MEPA review of the

Damage to the Environment from the mining that preceded the 50-acre Golden Field solar Phase C6.

In 2020, after it started this expansion work, ADM obtained a Carver earth removal permit under the

pretense of agriculture for commercial mining of 4,045,000 cubic yards. This permit is for almost  four

times the FEIR volume of “139,800 cy yards in two phases.” This is an egregious, material and intentional

misrepresentation of the nature and extent of the work being done in this area of the TMUD. There is no

credible accounting of the actual volume of earth removed and to be removed. ADM’s claims to the

Carver earth removal committee and MEPA that this is an agricultural project is not credible for all of the

reasons stated elsewhere in these comments and in the NPC. A pending legal action challenges the

Carver Earth Removal Permit and this mining operation. Plaintiffs include two members of the

Wampanoag Nation and Save the Pine Barrens.

Earth materials extracted from this site supply Read. ADM customers also routinely pick up sand and

gravel from the site directly. (source: eye witnesses, 2021, 2022).

This appears to be one of the locations approved by Eversource for expansion of the Golden Field solar

project.

The site is directly across the street from ADM’s Read Custom Soils and the earth materials removed

from the site are used to supply Read.

Photo below: Location of 50 acre Golden Field mining site. In 2020, ADM started expanding the mining

operation on to the abutting undisturbed forested uplands. The total area to be impacted is 135 acres.
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ADM misrepresented the nature and purpose of the work being done to extract 4,045,000 cubic yards at

this location as an agricultural project in seeking a permit and concurrence letter from MHC. MHC’s

letter, dated 10/31/2019 references the “AD Makepeace Federal Road West Agriculture Project, Carver

MA. MHC # RC.66869”.  This is not an “agriculture project” but a commercial sand and gravel mining

operation to extract material for sale. Historic resources are or were on the site according to MHC:

“The find spot includes a low density deposit of the lithic debris byproducts of stone tool maintenance

and manufacture…[and] information on ancient Native American land use in the inland portion of

Carver…”.

MHC’s permits and concurrence letter trigger MEPA.

Among the questions to be answered in MEPA review are the following:

Where is a recording showing that the Wampanaog Nation was informed of the presence of Native

American land use on the stie?

Has the Wampanoag Nation consented to the work?

Has the evidence of Native American use of the site been destroyed by ADM?

Where is documentation of the public participation and review of the impacts to historic resources?

This site abuts an Environmental Justice community. Neither the FEIR nor prior MEPA review address the

state’s Environmental Justice Policy for this work.

3. Hammond Street/ Federal Road, Carver - Smith Hammond bog site

Here again, ADM makes misleading and false claims that a commercial earth removal operation is for an

agricultural project. The site is 27 acres within the TMUD adjacent to Phase C8. It abuts ADM’s 50-acre

Hammond Street solar project and is across the street from ADM’s Read Custom Soils. Earth materials

extracted from this site supply Read. ADM customers also routinely pick up sand and gravel from the site

directly. (source: eye witnesses, 2021, 2022)

As stated before, ADM’s  agricultural claims made repeatedly over decades for the purpose of obtaining

MEPA review and local permits are not credible. New bogs are not built and large volumes of earth have

been removed. (See, e.g., Phase C1, Phase C 2 (only 11/% of claimed bogs built, see below), and the

adjacent 59 Federal Road site above).  Where ADM has claimed the earth is removed for use on its own

bogs, the volumes of earth belie this claim: it is simply impossible that the millions of cubic yards

removed was used on ADM’s “own landholdings” for bog sanding and/or construction.
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ADM cannot deny this work is causing Damage to the Environment. See for example the photographs

below taken at the site on March 29, 2022 using a telephoto lens from a public road. Trucks are routinely

observed hauling earth materials from the site and photographs are available. This work is causing

Damage to the Environment within the meaning of MEPA.
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There is Agency Action for MEPA jurisdiction in the form of a MHC permit and concurrence letter. See,

MHC RC # .40500, with survey report dated 9/10/2019. In seeking the MHC permit and concurrence,

ADM described the work as creation of an “agricultural reservoir.” MHC’s 9/10/2019 letter to ADM’s CEO

stated,

“In MHC’s staff opinion, the agricultural reservoir project as proposed is unlikely to affect significant

archeological resources. If project plans change in the future, then current information should be

submitted to MHC for review and comment.”

This letter shows: 1. Archeological and historic resources were found on the site, even if MHC declared

them unilaterally to be “not significant”; 2. MHC’s review was based on ADM’s spurious claim of building

an agricultural reservoir. Since that is not a credible claim, MHC should be notified immediately and all

work stopped. ADM’s failure to include this work in MEPA review has denied the public, including the

Wampanoag Nation the opportunity to have input and to participate in the review of the damage to

their historic and cultural resources that this project is undoubtedly causing.

Every aspect of Damage to the Environment must be address for this phase of work in the TMUD area

including but not limited to impacts to historic resources, wetlands, waterways, BioMap2 resources,

wildlife corridors, adjacent Priority Habitats (Golden Field Pond and Raccoon Pond) identified by NHESP,

individual and cumulative truck emissions, emissions from logging and heavy equipment, erosion,

groundwater quality, quantity and loss of protection of groundwater caused by removal of forests, soils

and sand and gravel.

B. FEIR and prior MEPA review has not adequately assessed the nature and extent of

Damage to the Environment for TMUD Phases A through C.

Neither the FEIR nor the prior MEPA reviews have adequately addressed the nature and extent of

Damage to the Environment. The FEIR gives only “brief summaries” of the TMUD projects claiming they

have been “previously reviewed by MEPA.” FEIR Project Status, Section 1.2.Entire categories of Damage

to the Environment have been ignored in the FEIR and prior MEPA reviews. Cumulative impacts have

never been addressed in a credible way. A brief description of the major deficiencies for each Project

phase is given below.

1. Phase A

See, FEIR Section 1.2.1

The FEIR and prior MEPA review fail to address the aggregate mining operations conducted from about

2010 to 2021 on the 46 acre Phase A TMUD area prior to installation of the 77 Farm to Market industrial

solar project, Rosebrook Business Park, and cranberry bog.
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Prior MEPA review of this Phase included EENFs, a single review document for Phase A1 and A2

(7/11/2008) and a waiver to begin Phase 1 without an EIR (2/20/2010).  The FEIR contains no specific

information about what review was done for the 77 Farm to Market solar project, if any. The EENF of

3/18/2011 refers to this as a “disturbed area” without assessing the volume of earth removed, Damage

to the Environment from the earth removal operations, including loss of groundwater protection, and

other issues. BT’s 12/5/2018 letter to the Wareham Planning Board for solar permitting at the site states

the site was “extensively cleared for other operations” –that is sand and gravel mining operations.

Aerial images show aggregate mining operations at this location. ADM did not obtain an earth removal

permit from the Town of Wareham for this work, as required by the Wareham Earth Removal Bylaw, nor

did it establish it qualified for an exemption. Neither the FEIR or prior MEPA review provide information

about the volume of earth removed and consequent Damage to the Environment.
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2. Phase B

See, FEIR Section 1.2.2.

Neither the FEIR nor the prior MEPA review adequately address the nature and extent of the Damage to

the Environment on this approximately 337 acre Phase B area.

Available MEPA records show the Phase B solar project, Charlotte Furnace, now at over 50 acres was first

addressed in the FEIR of 3/1/2011 as Phase B, at 3.6 MW, smaller than the current project which is

almost twice that size. The MEPA Certificate of 1/27/2017 refers to the 50 acre solar project but does not

give a reference to assessment of Damage to the Environment. There is no record of a MEPA review of

the Damage to the Environment from this phase of the Project.

According to aerial imagery, earth removal operations were conducted at this site starting in about 2010,

prior to construction of Rosebrook Place, Rosebrook Business Park, and Charlotte Furnace Solar. MEPA

review has not addressed the earth removal impacts including changes in topography, loss of

groundwater protection, stormwater runoff, and historic impacts.

The approximately 50-acre Charlotte Furnace solar project was done in phases and was segmented,

starting in 2010. This allowed ADM to evade an assessment of the cumulative impacts of Damage to the

Environment from the entire project. Solar permitting documents from 2018 state that the site was

“previously cleared for other operations.” 11/25/2018 Wareham Town Engineer’s letter. BT’s letter to the

Town of 12/5/2018 states the site was “extensively cleared for other operations.” The “other operations”

were sand and gravel mining for commercial sale. This earth removal was not disclosed in the FEIR or

prior MEPA review. ADM did not obtain an earth removal permit from the Town of Wareham for this

work, as required by the Wareham Earth Removal Bylaw, nor did it establish it qualified for an

exemption. An unknown volume of earth was removed. It appears on site processing of sand and gravel

occurred.

MHC reviewed the first phase of the Charlotte Furnace solar project in 2010 (Letter from MHC dated July

22, 2010). The project was expanded after that and now is at least 50 acres.  Neither the FEIR nor prior

MEPA reviews show that MHC reviewed the entire Charlotte Furnace solar project area as required by

the SRP.   There is no record of consultation with the Wampanoag Nation or their concurrence in the

findings of MHC. This violates the Environmental Justice Policy.
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The images below document some of the earth removal at the Phase B site.
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NHESP issued take permit CMP #011-185 for a 41 acre Charlotte Furnace solar project in the Phase B are.

NHESP found the work would result in a take of the Eastern Box Turtle as a “result of the permanent loss

of the suitable upland forest habitat and disruption to the feeding, breeding, overwintering and

migratory behaviors of the species.” The FEIR and no MEPA review addresses compliance with the CMP

or cumulative impacts of the Phase A-C work on listed species. Neither the FEIR nor any prior MEPA

review adequately address compliance with the CMP nor impacts to MESA listed species at the site.

3. Phase C

Phase C1; Wankinko Bog expansion as an agricultural project to disguise aggregate mining,  Caver

See section above: 46 Federal Road, Carver mining site - Phase C 1 “Wankinko Bog” expansion

Phase C2: Read Custom Soils, alleged agricultural project to disguise aggregate mining, Plymouth
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The Phase 2 is 252-acres in Plymouth bordered to the west by the Wankinko River and east by Frogfoot

Brook/Reservoir. There are four components that have not been adequately addressed in the FEIR or

prior MEPA reviews:

● ADM’s aggregate mining, sorting, processing and sales and distribution center in Carver

(disguised as a “soil blending facility” in MEPA review documents),

● A 93-acre site where earth removal and dumping occurred, now covered over with cranberry

bogs (formerly the Carverside Bogs)

● 10-20 year mining operation on 140 acres purportedly for the purpose of building a cranberry

bog

● An 11-acre bypass canal for cranberry bog discharges and irrigation return flows

Since 2011, in numerous documents, plans, permit applications and reports, ADM and its consultants

have failed to disclose material information about the actual work conducted in the Phase C2 project

area.

ADM’s 2012 EENF misrepresents Phase C2 as agricultural project and Read Custom Soils operation as

“soil blending facility”. It also makes vague references to replacing old style bogs with new bogs. The

12/28/2012  Certificate waived an EIR for Phase C2, even though the work is subject to a mandatory EIR.

(Full waiver granted in FROD 2/13/2013.)  The EENF described the work as having “relatively small

impacts” (page 2) and erroneously claimed the earth removal was not an “extractive industry” (page 35).

MEPA’s grounds for granting a full EIR waiver included that the project would help the cranberry industry

and the temporary “soil blending facility” would enable ADM to build new bogs. This was a farce then

and it is now.

Phase C2 is a commercial earth removal operation disguised as yet another cranberry bog.

ADM’s continued preposterous claim that it needs to strip mine 217 acres and remove 7.2 million cubic

yards of earth at Phase C2 cannot be countenanced any longer by MEPA. ADM has “old style bogs” lying

fallow and has not built the new bogs at Phase C1 at the corner of Federal Road and Cranberry Road in

Carver in over a decade yet has mined over 2 million cubic yards of earth. Phases A, B, C1, C4, C5 C7, and

the three Carver earth removal sites all use agriculture or site preparation as a ruse to conduct aggregate

mining, processing and sales in the TMUD area.

The “state of the art” “soil blending facility” described in the MEPA Certificate of 12/28/2021 is what is

now Read Custom Soils. Instead of the facility it said it would build, ADM operates Read from Quonset

huts and open processing stations adjacent to the Wankinko River and wetland areas.

Only 11% of the Phase C2 140 acre bog has been built. At least 50 acres of land in the 140 acre bog area

has been cleared and large volumes of earth removed. Aerial images show what appears to be aggregate

processing on the 140 acre bog site, including sand washing on the site using water from a pond
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excavated into the groundwater. An earth removal permit granted by Plymouth for 7.2 million cubic

yards of aggregate mining has expired. Conditions to protect groundwater, wildlife, priority endangered

species habitat, and surface water protection are being violated, among other things. The volume of

water being withdrawn from the ⅓ acre pond excavated on the site for use in sand washing is unknown.

ADM’s mining and dumping in the Phase C2 area around ADM’s “Carverside Bogs” has never been

reviewed by MEPA.  Aerial images clearly and explicitly show forest clearing and aggregate mining

around  Carverside Bogs starting in about 2010. The images show likely excavation in the groundwater

and filling with semi-solid liquid and solid waste.  ADM covered up the dumping with a cranberry bog

and combined it with Carverside Bogs to create a new  93 acre bog. It appears the new 93 acre bog is not

able to produce a crop

There is no known NPDES CMP or industrial stormwater SPPP for the operations at the Read processing

site. Instead of bogs, earth removal, logging, sand washing and material processing is being conducted

while ADM stalls and delays the alleged purpose of the earth removal - to build bogs - just long enough

to get a MEPA off ramp to evade MEPA review for the next bait and switch - from cranberry bogs to

another use of the Phase C2 area.

There is no information in any MEPA review or the FEIR to show ADM completed the required  GHG

analysis for the Phase C2 project as required by the 2012 Certificate.  At the May 12, 2022 MEPA

informational session, when questioned about this, Staci Minihane of Beals + Thomas stated that the

only GHG analysis done for the TMUD projects was the 2021 analysis for Phases C10-12 and it is

“assumed” that this analysis applies to all of the other GHG impact of projects in the TMUD. This is

inadequate and does not comply with MEPA and the state's current or prior GHG and climate policies,

plans and regulations.

Save the Pine Barrens has filed two requests for enforcement of the Plymouth Zoning Bylaw regarding

the expired earth removal permit and violations of permit conditions. Both were denied and one is on

appeal before the zoning board.

Damage to the Environment that is ongoing and beyond the scope of the 2012 Certificate and not

address in the FEIRincludes: removing groundwater protection, cumulative destruction of forests and

endangered species habitat destroyed, damage to historic resources, water supply, surface water,

biodiversity, and GHG impacts, excavating into the groundwater table to construct a pond, the

cumulative impacts of truck traffic both from the Phase C2 mining site in Plymouth, transport of

materials from Plymouth to Carver to Read for processing, then the impacts of trucks leaving Read with

material for commercial sale.  Documentation and eyewitness testimony shows hundreds of trucks have

been leaving Read loaded with earth materials for a decade.  This “temporary” soil blending facility

disguised under Phase C2 as “agricultural” is the hub of the East Coast’s largest aggregate mining sales,

distribution and processing facility.  There has been no accurate assessment of the nature and extent of

diesel emissions, air pollution, noise, dust, fumes and other impacts of industrial equipment operations

at the Phase C 2 site, or any other.
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Impacts to MESA protected species and BioMap 2 habitat

Did MEPA review the grounds for DFG extension of CMP permit and if so where is the MEPA analysis of

the impacts on wildlife, including cumulative impacts on MESA listed species from Phase C1 and other

TMUD Activities that have caused damage to wildlife and MESA protected species and habitat?

Impacts on groundwater, surface water and water bodies

What is the daily water withdrawal for apparent sand washing operations on the site?

Where is the local permit saying sand washing is allowed at the site?

If sand washing is allowed at the site, is  a Water Management Act permit required for water withdrawals

to conduct sand washing?

Where is an analysis of the change in topography caused by aggregate mining operations in the entire

Phase C 2 area, including the location of the 93-acre bogs?

How did earth removal, land alterations and topographical changes alter surface and groundwater flow?

What is the volume of earth materials removed?

What is the impact of the earth removal on groundwater protection?

What is the impact of the earth removal on groundwater quality and quantity?

How many trees were removed?

How much top soil was removed?

What is the impact on the Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens ecosystem viability of removing Pitch Pines and

other unique and rare tree species?

Where is the NPDES GCP and SPPP for the 20-year mining operation at this site?

What is the impact on the topographic changes and land alteration on stormwater runoff and drainage

and the Wankinko River, Frogfoot Brook, Frogfoot Reservoir, wetlands, and rivers and streams from this

operation?

Explain aerial images that appear to show mining and earth removal has been done below 4 feet and

into the groundwater table. Is this allowed?

Has aggregate processing occurred on the site and what are the impacts?

Where is the Order of Conditions for work in wetland resource areas; Beals+Thomas admits in the 2012

EENF that the work will impact jurisdictional wetlands and requires an Order of Conditions from

Plymouth.

No evidence of completed mitigation provided in MEPA review or FEIR

Where is evidence of mitigation?

Where is evidence that ADM completed the conservation of land that was required?

What was required by CMP by the CMP permit for the MESA CMP?

Is ADM “double dipping” and using this 47 acres as mitigation for other sites where Damage to

the Environment is occurring?
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Phase C3

FEIR, Section 1.2.3.3

This is described as a 1.4 MW solar project. The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews do not adequately address

the nature and extent of Damage to the Environment for Phase C3.

A 9/20/2013 MEPA Advisory Opinion that appears to apply to Phase C3 stated a EENF was not required.

The MEPA review record is ambiguous and unclear. The work appears to include earth removal prior on

Farm to Market Road near or in connection with  installation of the solar project. There is no information

about the volume of earth removed or the Damage to the Environment caused by the earth removal,

including impacts to groundwater, wildlife etc. There is no accounting of the volume of earth removed.

No earth removal permit was granted by Wareham. GIS maps show the spot elevation was about 64 feet

(Tihonet Pond is 35 feet) indicating ADM leveled off about 30 feet in the Farm to Market area. This would

seem to indicate about 500,000 cubic yards of earth was removed.

C4 and C7: 276 Federal Road, TIhonet West Solar

FEIR Sections 1.2.3.4 and .7

The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews do not adequately address the nature and extent of the Damage to the

Environment of these two phases covering 72 acres. ADM completely destroyed this area with strip

mining, alteration of topography and installation of industrial energy facilities.  The comment in the FEIR

that there were dying red pines implying that this justified the obliteration of 72 acres Biomap2 Core

Habitat and Priority Natural Community, soils, and the entire ecosystem is a disgrace.  The site abuts the

Wankinko River and wetlands with stormwater runoff basins adjacent to the river.

An EENF and MEPA Certificate dated 4/22/2019 and 5/2/2019 respectively give the wrong location for

what appears to be this 72 acre project, stating this is “south and adjacent to the 8.4 MW Federal Road

solar “(Phase C6).  Phase C4 and C7 solar is on the opposite side of the street from Phase C 6 not

adjacent to it.

In 2014, ADM started clearcutting and strip mining the site. By 2016 had clear cut about 46 acres for

phase 1 and recently completed phase 2.  MEPA’s 5/2/2019 Certificate states 36 acres were cleared in

2019 and  “Topography on the site ranged from 62 ft to 86 ft NAVD 88; final elevation will range from

approximately 64 ft to 80 ft NAVD 88.” MEPA Certificate EEA #13940, May 2, 2019.   This is an admission

that earth removal occurred.

The Certificate did not adequately address the impact of the Damage to the Environment caused by

ADM’s commercial mining that preceded the solar installation. The Damage to the Environment that was

not reviewed included changes to topography on stormwater runoff, drainage groundwater, removal of

groundwater filtration and protection by the aggregate removal. This site is within about a mile of the

other Phase B and C sites where massive volumes of earth materials have been removed in the last ten
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years and are still being removed. There is and has been no MEPA review of the cumulative impact of the

rapid deforestation, removal of vast quantities of earth materials and changes in topography that have

been and are being caused by all of the TMUD work.

ADM claimed to the Carver Planning Board that the earth removed for Phase C7 would be used for its

cranberry bogs:

“The proposed topography is dictated by the proposed solar use which will require a generally

level but slightly sloping area to accommodate the arrays and facilitate drainage. The topography

will be visually consistent with the existing topography as well as agricultural use common in this

region. The volume of cut proposed to bring the Site down to generally elevation 76’ is

consistent with ADM’s on-going agricultural operations on its properties; specifically to

minimize overall land disturbances by obtaining necessary earth materials for bog operations

from proposed development locations.” Beals+Thomas Carver Planning Board Site Plan Review

Application, Section 2.2.1

This is completely unbelievable, a pattern of misinformation that has been repeated from Phase A

through to Phase C7 and beyond. ADM has removed tens of millions of cubic yards of earth materials

from the TMUD Project area, and more from its landholdings outside the TMUD (see, for example, the

massive ongoing mining operations at ADM’s Swan Holt bog and solar site in Carver and the

Borrego/ADM Cranebrook solar project on Cranberry Road in Carver where earth mining occured,

digging into the groundwater. The Cranebrook solar project sits on top of a hole that ADM dug for the

mining operation and then filled in for solar. This can be seen clearly on aerial images such as Google

Earth.)

MEPA cannot accept at face value ADM’s repeated claim that the extensive aggregate mining it has been

conducting for over 10 years in and around the TMUD area is for so-called “agricultural projects’.  MEPA

requires that ADM provide credible, objective data of the volume of earth removed from the TMUD area

and consequent impacts to the Sole Source Aquifer.

A lawsuit brought by individual plaintiffs including two members of the Wampanoag Nation and Save the

Pine Barrens is pending in Superior Court challenging the Carver Earth Removal Committee’s illegal

permitting of ADM’s aggregate mining operations at Phase C 4 and Phase C7.

ADM must be required to address all Damage to the Environment at Phase C4 and C7  including the

following:

Historic impacts

MHC requested an intense Archeological Survey for Phase C4. See, letters dated 3/14/2014, 3/7/2014,

9/10/2014. The FEIR and prior MEPA review does not show the results of the survey.

Were Native American cultural features, evidence of human habitation or artifacts destroyed?
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Was the Wampanoag Nation properly consulted, informed and given the chance for full, free prior

informed consent?

What were the alternatives ADM considered to avoid or mitigate the destruction of historic resources of

the Commonwealth at this site?

Impacts on MESA listed species, ecology and Pine Barrens habitat

DFG issued CMP Permit 009-139 for the Phase C4 and C7 solar project. Where is the following:

Information about compliance with limit of work, inspections, notice of start of work.

Long term conservation plans required by Condition 10 of the CMP permit.

Documentation that ADM is in full compliance with the CMP conditions requiring escrow account

payments.

Documentation that ADM is in full compliance with the Turtle Protection Plan required by the CMP

permit.

C5: 160 Tihonet Road, Wareham (Tihonet East Solar)

See EENF 1.2.3.5

Phase C5 work has caused significant Damage to the Environment within the TMUD area due to the

extent of the aggregate mining and processing that occurred for several years before the 50 acre solar

project was installed and the impact on MESA listed species.  NHESP issued a take permit for ten species

listed as endangered, threatened or special concern for the Phase C5 work. Neither the FEIR nor prior

MEPA review address the nature and extent of the Damage to the Environment, including historic

resources, wildlife and wildlife habitat, impacts to groundwater from mining operations, and GHG.

ADM segmented the project into two solar phases undermining the ability of MEPA and the public to

ascertain the full and cumulative impact of the Damage to the Environment.

The FEIR and prior MEPA review are incomplete, inadequate, superficial and greenwash this destructive

ground mounted solar project and strip mining as a benefit to the climate. Nothing could be further from

the truth.

ADM’s 3/2015 EENF for Phase C5 misleadingly called the project a benefit to the state’s  “admirable

goals” for renewable energy. No GHG analysis ever done to show the climate impacts of the land

alterations, soil emissions, forest clearcut and loss of biodiversity.

The 2015 MEPA Certificate admits ADM would be conducting aggregate mining and extracting earth

materials. This was no secret. Wareham’s Town Engineer wrote on 11/25/18 when ADM applied to

Wareham for solar approval that the Phase C5 had been  “extensively cleared for other operations” – in

other words more sand and gravel mining.

The EENF never disclosed the Damage to the Environment from the multi-year mining operation other

than giving a superficial review of “temporary truck traffic” for the mining operation.
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ADM misrepresented the purpose of the earth removal, stating: “The volume of excavation to bring the

site down to the proposed elevation is consistent with ADM’s on-going agricultural operations on its

properties; specifically to minimize overall land disturbances by obtaining necessary earth materials for

bog operations from proposed development locations.”

Vehichle traffic was represented as 20 vehicle trips/day needed for ”site preparation and construction of

the solar project” and ADM ”anticipated that excavated earth material will be used in the vicinity of the

site such that travel via town roads will be avoided.” The logical conclusion here is that the earth

materials were hauled over the Wankinko River to Read Custom Soils about ½ mile away for further

processing and distribution.

Wareham’s engineer’s report states groundwater was present at the mining site in 2018, which is

consistent with photographs provided to MEPA previously and aerial images showing groundwater and

likely sand washing operations on the site. There is no earth removal permit from Wareham and the

volume of earth removed has never been reported in MEPA review.

Photographic and aerial images show the nature and extent of ADM’s aggregate mining operation that

preceded installation of the solar project. This shows the presence of groundwater on the site and

possible sand washing and dewatering operations.  Aerial images of the site appear to show that the site

was used for historical dumping prior to being altered and excavated for aggregate mining and the

installation of ground mounted solar.

The FIER and prior MEPA review are inadequate and incomplete.

C6: 59 Federal Road, Carver, Golden Field Solar and aggregate mining

This 50 acre mining and solar site abuts the 85 acre site described above.

For reasons stated above and in the NPC the MEPA review and FEIR are inadequate and do not describe

the nature and extent of the Damage to the Environment.

A lawsuit brought by individual plaintiffs including two members of the Wampanoag Nation and Save the

Pine Barrens is pending in Superior Court alleging that ADM conducted unlawful earth removal at the

Phase C 6 site without an earth removal permit under the Carver Earth Removal Bylaw. The lawsuit

challenges ADM’s claim that the earth removed from this site was transported to another ADM site to

use for agricultural purposes such as building or sanding bogs. This claim defies logic and is not credible.

Phase C8: Hammond Street Solar, Carver and potential aggregate mining

This 50 acre mining operation and solar project caused Damage to the Environment that was never fully

disclosed by ADM.
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For reasons stated above and in the NPC the MEPA review and FEIR are inadequate and do not describe

the nature and extent of the Damage to the Environment. Among the questions to be addressed include

impacts to historic resources and the sole source aquifer from deforestation, earth removal and changes

in topography.

The work at this site resulted in a discharge of pollutants to the perennial stream on the east side of the

site. This violation of the Wetlands Protection Act and Clean Waters Act was reported to MassDEP in

2021 which reported that it is “investigating” this. Photographs show the discharge of gravel into the

stream and discolored water appearing to contain oils.  This Damage to the Environment must be

addressed by MassDEP and ADM.

A pending lawsuit challenges ADM’s earth removal activities at this site.

Phases C10-C12

The May 2021 comments on the Phase C10-12 EENF by Community Land & Water Coalition, members of

the Wampanoag nation, PFPI and others are incorporated by reference herein.

MHC has found the  140 and 150 Tihonet Road sites to be archeologically sensitive. The FEIR and no prior

MEPA review shows that Wampanoag people were provided the opportunity for meaningful input and

opportunity for comment on the archeological survey of the site and provided free, prior informed

consent to destruction of Native American culture by ADM in performing the work.

The FEIR and prior MEPA review fail to show compliance with MEPA’s and the state’s Environmental

Justice Policy.

III. Cumulative impacts

The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews fail to address and account for the cumulative Damage to the

Environment of the past and proposed development work in the TMUD area. FEIR Table 2-1 Cumulative

Impact Summary is deficient, misleading, incomplete and erroneous. It contains material

misrepresentations and omissions that render it useless.

The Table below shows earth removal sites and volumes based on best available information. The FEIR

Cumulative Impacts section is inadequate because it fails to identify the volumes of earth removed for

each phase of the work and the associated Damage to the Environment, including loss of groundwater

protection and the impact of removing the total volume of earth.

Table: Earth Removal Volumes: ADM TMUD Area 2007 to 2022

Estimated: 24.6 million cubic yards
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Notes:

1. Estimated based on earth removal permits where available. Where no permits obtained, volume

must be provided by ADM.

2. Typically, ADM mining sites yield about 500,000 cubic yards per 25 acre site (see, e.g. Smith

Hammond mining site Carver)

3. Additional earth removal in the TMUD area occurred and was ongoing prior to the SRP in 2007

so cumulative impact of earth removal 2007 to 2022 must take into account existing baseline

conditions

4. Earth removal also has been conducted on other ADM landholdings in Plymouth, Carver and

Wareham and is ongoing (Swan Holt bogs, Redbrook, Cranebrook bogs/solar), creating additional

Damage to the Environment and loss of groundwater protection.

5. Value of 1 million cubic yards of sand and gravel in the region is about $9 million

Phase A 77 Farm to Market

Solar

Unpermitted, volume

unreported, 23 acres,

admits earth removal

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase B Rosebrook Park etc. Unpermitted, volume

unreported

Phase B Solar Charlotte Furnace

Solar

Unpermitted, volume

unreported, 50 acres

mined, admits earth

removal

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase C1 Wankinko site, Federal

Road and Cranberry

Road

2.1 million cubic yards,

Carver permits

Claims agricultural end

use, build bogs

Phase C2 Plymouth mining, bogs

claimed

7.2 million cubic yards,

Plymouth permit

Claims agricultural end

use, bogs etc.

Phase C3 Farm to Market Road

Solar

Unpermitted, volume

unreported

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase C4 276 Federal Road solar 176,000 permitted,

additional not reported

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Carver
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Phase C5 160 Tihonet solar Unpermitted,

estimated 500,000 cy

minimum, volume

unreported, 50 acres

mined

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase C6 Golden Field solar Unpermitted, total area

mined 50 acres mined,

volume unreported

Claimed agricultual

use of sand and gravel,

Carver

Phase C7 276 Federal Road solar Unpermitted, total area

mined with Phase C7

72 acres, volume

unreported

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Carver

Phase C8 Hammond solar Unpermitted, 50 acres

mined/altered, volume

unreported

Phase C9 299 Farm to Market

solar

Unpermitted, total area

mined about 30 acres,

volume unreported

Claimed agricultural

use of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase C10 27 Charge Pond Road Claims no earth

removal

Phase C11 140 Tihonet Road 1.2 million cubic yards

minimum

Claims agricultural use

of sand and gravel,

Wareham

Phase C12 150 Tihonet Road Claims no earth

removal

Phase C6 expansion 59 Federal Road 4,045,000 cubic yards,

Carver permit

Claims building

agricultural project

Hammond Street Smith Hammond bog

area

581,000 cubic yards,

Carver permit

Claims building

agricultural project

Total permitted or

admitted

16.6 million cubic

yards
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Total sites unknown

volumes

358 acres strip

mined, yield about 8

million cubic yards

Estimated value $216 million

Cumulative impacts not addressed in the FEIR and prior MEPA reviews include but are not  limited to:

● Vast and rapid deforestation and land alterations, removing ancient forests, soils that have built

up over 30,000 years

● Destruction and removal of entire ecosystems of plants, animals, trees, soils, biota

● Destruction of vast areas of land and soils containing evidence of human habitation of Native

American and ancient people, including workshops, homesites and cultural sites

● Habitat fragmentation, eliminating and obliterating wildlife corridors for multiple species

● Obliteration of vast areas of habitat for 220 species of plants and animals listed under MESA

● Possible loss of a “significant percent of the local population” of listed species in violation of

MESA, no cumulative impact of the multiple CMP permits, takes and loss of habitat ever

performed, mitigation incomplete.

● Cumulative impact of habitat loss on ability of plant, animal and tree species to survive, including

220 species listed under MESA

● Impact on global biodiversity loss due to obliteration of vast areas of Pine Barrens, one of three

remaining Pine Barrens systems on earth

● Irreversible alteration of topography due to earth removal and mining that has flattened the

highest hills and leveled the land, changing drainage, stormwater runoff and water flow patterns

across vast interconnected areas

● Impact of stormwater flow, runoff and drainage on waterways in the TMUD area including the

Wankinko River, Harlow Brook, Weweantic River, Rose Brook and numerous other perennial

streams and rivers

● Impact to wetlands and Riverfront Areas from activities that have dredged, filled and altered

Resource Areas protected under the Wetlands Protection Act

● Water withdrawals from the Sole Source Aquifer (protected under the federal Safe Drinking

Water Act) for aggregate mining and processing operations including on site sand washing at

sites including Phase C2, Phase C5, Phase C 6 and possibly others

● Uncontrolled stormwater runoff at aggregate mining and processing sites, without a General

Construction Permit under the NDPES indirect stormwater runoff program at multiple sites,

including three Carver earth removal sites (Read, 59 Federal Road, and Hammond Street)

● Failure to obtain General Construction Permit under the NDPES indirect stormwater runoff for

mining operations and land clearing greater than one acre at multiple solar sites, prior to

beginning solar installation, including Phase C5, Phase C6 and possibly others.

● Cumulative impact of diesel truck emissions, truck traffic, noise, dust and vibration from

operating multiple sand and gravel operations hauling sand and gravel off site for commercial
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sale, running multiple sites simultaneously including for example, since at least 2014, a minimum

of 250 trucks a day at Read Custom Soils while also running 50 trucks (100 truck trips) at other

sites.

● Cumulative impact on air quality, health and well being of residential neighborhoods in Carver

and Wareham on the truck routes used by over 250 trucks a day along Federal Road, Tihonet

Road, Cranberry Road, Route 25 and all local roads leading to interstate highways including

Route 3, Route 495, Route 24 and Route 25.

● Cumulative impact of truck traffic at Read Custom Soils for trucks serving its Westborough, MA

operation

● No GHG analysis for Project as a whole or individual phases for direct and indirect emissions

from land use change, loss of forested lands, carbon accumulation associated with earth removal

and installation of ground mounted solar.

● Use of land within the TMUD area to dump liquid and solid waste, including into holes excavated

by earth removal operations.

● Impact on climate resiliency of Carver, Plymouth and Wareham due to loss of forest cover,

impact on ability to migitate and deal with sea level rise due to loss of forests that slow and

absord runoff and help prevent flooding

● Impact on ability of Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer to deal with salt water intrusion due to

loss of massive volumes of sand and gravel and changes in topography that help mitigate threat

of salt water intrustion

● Impact on water quality, recharge, ground water purity and quality of the Plymouth Carver Sole

Source Aquifer due to loss of groundwater protection previously provided by forested lands, soil,

and layers of sand and gravel

● Increase in flooding and stormwater flows due to changed topography, loss of sand and gravel

that absorbed floodwaters and precipitation, in the face of increased precipitation predicted due

to climate chang

● Loss of open spaces and natural areas

● Obliteration of entire Pitch Pine Scrub Oak Natural Communities and other ecosystem types

● Cumulative impact on Wankinko and Wewantic rivers that are within a 1 mile radius of ADM’s

massive on ogin earth removal, mining and processing

● Cumulative impact on Wankinko River from tens of thousands if not hundreds of thousands of

truck trips on “agricultural sand tracks” crossing over the Wankinko River to and from mining

sites in the TMUD area

● Impact of water withdrawal from aquifer of unknown quantities of water for on site sand

washing operations that may require a Water Management Act permit

● No cumulative assessment of GHG impacts of TMUD development

IV. GHG Emissions

As described in STPB’s NPC for the TMUD project, for over a decade ADM ignored and failed to provide

the GHG and climate analysis required by the many MEPA certificates issued for the TMUD development.
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Finally, when this egregious breach of the Secretary’s pronouncements that a GHG would be done, after

many years ADM submitted a GHG analysis for the Phase C10-12 Wareham ground mounted solar

projects.  That analysis does not suffice for the other work in the TMUD area, including the three mining

projects in Carver that do not even have the pretense of MEPA review.

The FEIR’s superficial and apples to oranges comparison of solar to “residential development” foregone

misses the mark and is the wrong comparison.

The nature and extent of the Damage to the Environment caused by the TMUD development past and

proposed must be addressed.

In support of these comments SPTB submits the May 2021 PFPI report and the

Affidavit of William Stubblefield PhD., incorporated by reference herein.

V. Environmental Justice

The FEIR and prior MEPA review do not adequately address the Environmental Justice impacts of the

TMUD development, past and proposed.  The Damage to the Environment that has been caused and will

be caused by the work in the TMUD area impacts Environmental Justice populations.

All of the TMUD phase work is located in or impacts the Towns of Carver and Wareham.  Both towns

have significant environmental justice populations according to the state’s environmental justice maps.

MEPA has adopted new environmental justice policies and protocols, including Public Involvement

Protocol for Environmental Justice Populations” adopted October 2021. This states in part, MEPA “shall

continue to promote meaningful public involvement by EJ populations after filing the ENF/EENF…” as

well as before.

Environmental justice populations in Carver and Wareham are impacted by ADM’s TMUD development

work in the following ways:

Truck traffic, diesel emissions, noise, dust and vibration from truck traffic.

ADM’s earth removal and trucking operations the last 10 year or more have resulted and

continue to result in hundreds of trucks per day entering and exiting the towns of Carver and

Wareham and traveling to and from highways including Route 25, Route 24, Route 495 and local

roads such as Federal Road, Cranberry Road, and Tihonet Road.

EJ populations live abutting and on these highways and roads and are and will be subjected to air

pollution, increased levels of PM 2.5 from diesel truck traffic carrying earth removed from ADM’s

mining operations in Phases C1, C2 and earth removal sites in Carver. They have been impacted

by increased air pollution, noise, dust and vibration during the time that ADM conducted earth

removal throughout the TMUD site since at least 2007.
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ADM’s truck traffic on road and through residential neighborhoods in Carver and Wareham

include at least the following current cumulative truck traffic of 450 trucks per day traveling

through EJ communities:

250 trucks a day: Read Custom Soils: 6 days a week since at least 2014 from Read Custom Soils on

Federal Road in Carver, traveling on Tihonet Road, Cranberry Road and Federal Road to and from Routes

25, 24 and 495: 250 trucks per day, minimum as allowed in Carver permit for Read, double or triple that

amount according to documentary videos and citizen reports

150 trucks a day: Earth removal sites at Hammond Street (Smith Hammond Bogs), 59 Federal Road

(4.045 m cy earth removal site), and Wankinko Bog site on Federal Road: at least 50 trucks per day under

the Carver earth removal permits for a total of 150 per day, and far more according to observations, all

traveling on the same roads as the Read Custom Soils trucks as well as Wareham Rod

50 trucks a day: Phase C 2 Plymouth earth removal site to and from Read and using routes including

Cranberry Road, Federal Road and Tihonet Road to access Routes 495, 25 and 24 according to Plymouth

earth removal permit.

In addition to earth removal: logging trucks removing timber off site for commercial sale following forest

clearing, trucks transporting logging equipment and industrial mining, processing  and sand washing

equipment to and from sites

Over the last 10 years, ADM’s mining and site preparation for solar at Phase C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8

and C9 have all resulted in increased truck traffic through EJ neighborhoods as the trucks hauling sand

and gravel removed from the site, logs being hauled off site for commercial sale and equipment pass

through these neighborhoods. Neither the FEIR nor any MEPA review addressed the nature and extent of

the Damage to the Environment and impacts on EJ populations of this truck and heavy equipment traffic.

The FEIR and prior MEPA reviews have erroneously referred to the truck traffic as “temporary” and

minimized, understated the truck numbers.

Truck traffic has been and is major, significant and ongoing.  Individual testimonials, videos and

documentary evidence all provide objective credible information about truck traffic generated by ADM’s

operations individually and cumulatively since 2007 throughout the TMUD area. The impacts on

surrounding neighborhoods, residential areas, school busses, and EJ populations has never a been

addressed.

Neither the FEIR nor any prior MEPA review shows the Project complies with the state’s Environmental

Justice Policy.
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VI. No mitigation, required and proposed mitigation incomplete and inadequate

The FEIR Summary of Mitigation Measures is inadequate. Section 3.1.

The Secretary should require a mitigation analysis the calculates the economic loss of ecosystem services

resulting from the deforestation and strip minng at the Phase A, B and C sites and the 59 Federal Road,

46 Federal Road and Hammond Street aggregate mining sites that have been deforested, denuded and

rendered sterile.

Rare Species and Wildlife Habitat

The SRP cannot be “closed out” because ADM has not completed the mandated mitigation.

The SRP, MEPA certificates, MHC reviews and DFC CMP permits all require avoidance or mitigation of

Damage to the Environment. The required mitigation included but is not limited to: donating land to

conservation, donating money to escrow funds for a “pine barrens” research or stewardship program at

DFG and avoidance of impacts to historic resources.

The FEIR 3.1.1 admits that in the 15 years since the 2007 Certificate it has not mitigated the Damage to

the Environment in the form of donating land to conservation. ADM states it “has committed

approximately 1,500 acres to conservation”, plus additional lands “to be formally or informally

conserved.” The SRP cannot be closed out until all commitments to conserved land have been completed

in the letter and spirit of the SRP.  “Informal” conservation does not count.

Instead of donating land to conservation, ADM sold land to the state so that taxpayers paid ADM to

mitigate its Damage to the Environment. There is no accounting of the acres required for each Phase of

the TMUD Damage to the Environment. It appears ADM is double dipping on acreage, using the same

acre as mitigation for numerous phases of the TMUD.  Further, it uses the same acre as mitigation

commitments made to towns.  In Plymouth, ADM commited to put 300 acres in conservation for the

Town in exchange for the earth removal permit for 7.2 million cubic yards at Phase C 2 of the TMUD.

There is no evidence that ADM has donated this land as mitigation to the town of Plymouth. (A legal

challenge is pending over the 300 acres). In Carver, ADM CEO Jim Kane publicly stated at Planning Board

meetings that for each acre of forest destroyed by the TMUD solar projects, ADM was conserving land

“2:1”.

Wetlands and Water Resources

FEIR Section 3.1.2 ignores the weltands and water resources impacts of Phases B and C. The mitigation

for Phase C10 is a commitment by ADM to clean up a dump site on its own property prior to destroying

the forested lands for a ground mounted solar project? Cleaning up an illegal dump on one’s own

property falls within the definition of mitigation under MEPA?

GHG mitigation: See GHG section above.

In addition, there is no accounting for the GHG emissions from over 15 years of operating heavy

equipment for industrial logging, land clearing, stump grinding, excavation and regrading at the earth
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removal and solar sites. There is no accounting for the over 500,000 diesel tractor trailer trucks that have

hauled sand and gravel off the TMUD site, and that have hauled sand and gravel within the TMUD to and

from Read for processing, sorting and commercial sale.

Miscellaneous Mitigation

FEIR 3.1.5 has the audacity to say that mitigation by ADM will be paying “economic benefit” of tree

clearing for Phases C10-12 to Wareham. This is about $80,000.00 - a mere fraction of the ecosystem

services provided by the almost 200 acres of the Phase C 10-12 sites that will be clearcut, stripped of

vegetation, soil and gravel and permanently denuded. Lost ecosystem services include loss of flood

control, groundwater protection, wildlife habitat and more. This “miscellaneous mitigation” is an insult

and a slap in the fact of the MEPA process.

MEPA review is needed to address each aspect of mitigation for each aspect of work, past and proposed,

in the TMUD area, including but not limited to:

Where are the acres donated for conservation and for what Phase of the TMUD are the acres for?

Where are the acres donated as mitigation to the Town of Plymouth and is ADM double dipping, using

TMUD acres?

Where is the Transfer of Development Rights area for Carver committed as part of the CMP permit for

Phase C1?

Where is the money for state conservation programs and are all escrow payments required by the CMP

DFG permits up do date?

How much taxpayer money did ADM receive in exchange for the friendly taking that it now claims as

mitigation acreage?

VII. Public participation requirements violated

ADM short cut the public participation process of Section 62C by filing EENFs instead of EIRs since 2009

under the SRP. For some of the work it did not even file an EENF. Now, it proposes to avoid a draft EIR.

Instead, ADM seeks an after the fact MEPA rubber stamp for activities conducted under the guise of the

SPR and without the transparency and accountability required by MEPA. .ADM did not do proper

scoping, MEPA did not do site visits, and informational meetings were not held. This violated

fundamental precepts of MEPA environmental review.

The shortcuts and failure to conduct an adequate review of the nature and extent of the Damage to the

Environment has violated and continues to violate the state’s and MEPA’s Environmental Justice policy,

including denying the Wampanoag Nation the opportunity for meaningful and timely comment and

input on the work in the TMUD that has destroyed and continues to destroy evidence of Native

American and ancient people’s use and occupation of sovereign lands in the TMUD area.

A SRP is required to “seve the purposes of MEPA, including providing meaningful opportunities for public

review, analysis of alternatives, and consideration of cumulative environmental impacts.”  301 CMR

11.09(2).
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SRP did not require a CAC under 11.09(3) “given the relationships among the proponent, host

communities and environmental organizations….” Finding 9, page 5-6. ADM failed to ensure

engagement of the host communities, Wareham, Plymouth and Carver, evidenced by the fact that for

almost a decade no official or representation of a host community ever attended the Quarterly Meetings

or commented on the EENFs. Town officials are largely unaware of the SRP and ignored the connection

between the TMUD and individual projects in the local permitting process. When the Phase 10, 11 and

12 projects were proposed in Wareham in 2021, the Town Planner was asked if the projects were in the

TMUD. His response “good question, I don’t know.” Conv. w Meg Sheehan with Town Planner. Instead of

transparency and public accountability. ADM operated under the radar. Finally, in March 2021 when

ADM held the “informational” meeting for Phases C 10, 11 and 12, the CEO Jim Kane was asked pointed

questions about earth removal quantities and where it went. He promised to meet with members of the

public to give answers. Then he reneged. (Video available on Facebook and letters available on request).

After the public shined the light on ADM’s duplicity at the March 2021 MEPA meeting, ADM refused to

hold any of the mandated quarterly meetings in 2021.

The 2007 SRP stated, “The proponent has committed to a transparent collaborative process…” Item 9,

page 6. It was signed by Mike Hogan, CEO AD Makepeace. This worked as long as no one asked

questions.  Now ADM has reneged on every aspect of the SRP and shows nothing but distain for the

public’s questions and the “relationships” with host communities consist of town officials looking the

other way as in Carver and environmental organizations that are no longer engaged for the most part.

ADM has not carried out its responsibility to ensure public engagement in the SPR. MEPA must not allow

an off ramp by closing out the SRP.

VIII. Conclusion

Makepeace? Or Make-believe?
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Community Land & Water Coalition 
Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. 

158 Center Hill Preserve 
Plymouth MA 02360 

www.savethepinebarrens.org 
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com 

 
July 30, 2021 

 
Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 
Attn: MEPA Office 
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900 
Boston, MA 02114 
Via email to MEPA@mass.gov 
 

Re: ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development, EEA 13940: Request for a Notice of Project 
Change (NPC) EEA # 13940 
 
Dear Secretary Theoharides, 
 

Save the Pine Barrens, Inc., and Community Land & Water Coalition (collectively, 
“STPB”) request that you determine that ADM Development Services, LLC (“ADM”), Proponent 
of the ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development (“TMUD”) EEA 13940 must file a Notice of Project 
Change (“NPC”) pursuant to MEPA regulation 301 CMR 11.10. 
 

STPB is a Massachusetts non-profit corporation. Community Land & Water Coalition is a 
program of STPB and is a network of groups and individuals seeking to protect, steward and 
restore lands and waters in Southeastern Massachusetts. STPB members live, work, and 
recreate in Southeastern Massachusetts in, on, and near the TMUD area. STPB and its members 
have suffered and continue to suffer discrete, concrete harm from the Damage to the 
Environment that is occurring and will occur due to the Project. CLWC and its members have a 
direct and concrete interest in avoiding and mitigating actual or probable Damage to the 
Environment as defined by MEPA regulation 301 CMR 11.02. They will be harmed by the failure 
to require a NPC and comprehensive EIR that documents all past and future Damage to the 
Environment, including that from the proposed Phases C10, C11, and C12 projects as described 
in the EENF submitted on March 15, 2021, EEA # 13940. 

 
I. ADM concealed material facts, submited false information, and improperly 

segmented the project, which constitutes an NPC. 
 

Under 301 CMR 11.10(5), where the Secretary determines that project proponent 
knowingly or inadvertently conceals a material fact, submits false information, or improperly 
segments a project the Secretary may consider this an NPC. No further showing about material 
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changes in the project is required. The Secretary need only determine that a material fact was 
concealed, false information was submitted, or the project was improperly segmented. Here, all 
three circumstances are present as shown by the naked eye, public maps, and ADM’s own 
documentation. The Secretary “may” consider this to be an NPC. Given the extent and gravity 
of the concealment of material facts and false information submitted to MEPA and the 
repeated knowing segmentation such a finding is mandatory. 

 
The regulation, 301 CMR 11.10(5) states, 

 
“If the Secretary determines that a Proponent has, either knowingly or inadvertently, 
concealed a material fact or submitted false information during MEPA review, or has 
segmented the Project, the Secretary may consider the determination to be a Notice of 
Project change.” 
 
Based on the documentary evidence provided to the Secretary here and in previous 

filings, STPB submits that ADM and Beals+Thomas, by concealing facts about the TMUD 
development projects has, in fact, committed fraud within the meaning of Massachusetts law. 

 
STPB’s comments on the March 15, 2021 EENF # 13940 and subsequent June 7, 2021, 

NPC provided the Secretary with detailed information showing ADM has knowingly concealed 
material facts, submitted false information, and improperly segmented the Project. The 
Secretary rejected STPB’s June 7, 2021 NPC request on technical grounds relating to our 
description of “material change” in the Project. Those alleged deficiencies have been corrected 
with the submittal of the attached Exhibit A: Figure 11, March 1, 2021 Beals+Thomas “Updated 
Context Map” (hereafter “Figure 11”). 

 
The Secretary did not address our request for an NPC based on 301 CMR 11.10(6) which 

is repeated and expanded upon here. We request that the secretary determine that material 
facts were concealed, false information submitted, and that the project was improperly 
segmented, and find that this constitutes an NPC. 

 
TMUD Phase C1, Carver. ADM has concealed the material fact that it has not 

constructed the agricultural project for Phase C 1. The naked eye can see that the 32-acre 
agricultural project has not been built in the location that was the subject of MEPA review. 
Instead, ADM has expanded strip mine operations across the Phase C-1 site, a 500+ acre lot (Lot 
2-4). It continues to strip mine the site, conducting an industrial sand mining operation and not 
explaining this in the EENF. 
 

ADM falsely stated that the Phase C-1 agriculture project was done, their March 2021 
EENF states, “32 acres Agricultural (constructed as Phase C1)” on page 3-4. CLWC’s June 7, 2021 
NPC informed the Secretary that the Phase C-1 agricultural project was not built, yet the 
Certificate erroneously represented that it was. The June 9, 2021 Certificate states that, “Phase 
C1 included the construction of the Wankinko Bog, 1 16.5-acre bog, 2.5-acre reservoir and 
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tailwater recovery pond, 13 acres of bog roads/graded areas and preservation of 24 acres of 
open space.”   
 

 
 

Further, ADM used the agricultural project in Phase C-1 as a ruse to obtain a “take” or 
Conservation and Management Permit1 for the Eastern Box Turtle from MassWildlife under the 
Massachusetts Endangered Species Act. The 32-acre project has not been built in the location 
identified in the CMP permit. 
 

 ADM also used the agricultural project to obtain a sign-off from Massachusetts 
Historical Commission. According to the October 29, 2010 MHC sign off letter, the site may 
have met criteria of eligibility for “listing in the National Register of Historic Places because it 
contains information on ancient Native American occupation and land use within the inland 
portions of Carver during at least the Archaic Period.”  Phase C1 Wankinko Cranberry Bog 
expansion, Carver, PAL #2503, MHC # RC 3804, letter from Brona Simon, October 29, 2010, for 
review of agricultural project that was never built. On information and belief, and due to the 
refusal of MHC to provide information, it appears these sites were destroyed.  

 
1 CMP 011-183 

Phase C-1: no “agricultural 
project” in the area 
designated in the applicable 
MEPA EENF or NHESP CMP 
take permit.  
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Above: July 2021: Phase C 1 location: no bogs built at the location shown on the 2011 ADM 
plans. Location of sites identified by MHC as potentially eligible for National Historic 
Preservation listing is unknown.  
 

TMUD Phase C2, Plymouth and Carver. ADM made concealed material facts and 
submitted false information during MEPA review about the “soil blending facility” and the 
extent of strip mining and earth removal at this location. The soil blending facility was described 
in the Phase C-2 Certificate and ENF as an approximately 34,000 square foot building with 
offices, to be built to energy efficient standards and possibly use geothermal to save energy 
pursuant to the state’s GHG policies. See, page 5 of EENF. The ENF implied this facility would 
“blend” soils for ADM’s agricultural operations. It does not appear this facility was ever built, 
nor that MEPA was notified. Instead, the Phase C 2 activities are an industrial operation selling 
sand commercial via the ADM subsidiary, Read Custom Soils2.  
 

 
2 www.readcustomsoils.com 
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TMUD Phase C3, Carver. ADM and Borrego concealed facts about the nature and extent 
of an earth removal operation taking out about 500,000 cubic yards of sand. These facts are 
material because of the Damage to the Environment that was not described or mitigated.  
 

TMUD Phases C4 and C7. Combined total about 83 acres, Carver earth removal and 
industrial solar project.  ADM and Borrego concealed facts about the nature and extent of earth 
removal. This was once pristine Pine Barrens Forest abutting the Wankinko River. At least 
400,000 cubic yards of earth were removed according to a Carver Earth Removal permit and an 
unknown quantity was removed without a permit. ADM claimed to the Carver Planning Board 
that the earth would be used for “agricultural purposes” and asserted it was exempt from the 
requirement for an Earth Removal Permit.  This claim has never been verified by anyone and is 
not credible. These facts are material because of the Damage to the Environment that was not 
described or mitigated. 
 

TMUD Phase C5. Tihonet Road East (aka 160 Tihonet Road) 50-acre site, Wareham. 
ADM and Borrego concealed facts and submitted false information about the earth removal 
undertaken prior to installation of the Phase C5 solar project. ADM removed several million 
cubic yards of earth and never applied for or obtained an earth removal permit from the Town 
of Wareham. It represented that the earth removed – 2 to 4 million cubic yards – was for the 
companies own on-site agricultural uses. In 2014, ADM stated in the EENF that the earth 
removed would be used in its agricultural operations. CEO Jim Kane repeated this at the March 
2021 MEPA informational meeting in public, on video. This has never been verified or 
documented, despite Kane’s public pledge to explain where and how the earth removed from 
the Phase C-5 site was used for ADM’s agricultural operations.   
 

ADM concealed facts and submitted false information about the transportation impacts 
of the earth removal at the 160 Tihonet Road site, stating in the EENF that there would be 20 
vehicle trips per day, and it was “anticipated that excavated earth material will be used in the 
vicinity of the site such that travel via town roads will be avoided.” Eyewitness testimony is such 
that the earth removal from the site did result in up to hundreds of truck trips per day on local 
roads and that the trucks traveled to interstate highways from 160 Tihonet Road. The facts 
concealed are material because These facts are material because of the Damage to the 
Environment that was not described or mitigated. 
 

Finally, ADM’s March 15, 2021 EENF for Phases C10, C11, and C12 conceals material 
facts because it fails to accurately describe the cumulative impacts of Phase C5 activities when 
combined with the adjacent Phase C11 and C12 projects which are on the same parcel of land 
owned by the same landowner (ADM) and will be undertaken by the same developer (Borrego 
Solar).  
 

TMUD Phase C6. “Golden Field” Borrego Solar, 50-acre site, Federal Road, Carver. ADM 
and Borrego concealed material facts and submitted false information during MEPA review 
about the earth removal at this site. The EENF states 40,000 cubic yards of earth would be 
removed. It further states this volume will “be transported and used on other ADM land” and it 
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will take eight weeks to accomplish the earth removal prior to the solar installation3. On page 3, 
the EENF states “The volume of cut necessary is anticipated to be readily stored or used 
elsewhere on ADM’s overall land holdings.” Topographical maps appear to indicate that 2-4 
million cubic yards were removed.  

 
ADM’s misrepresentation of 40,000 cubic yards is the concealment of a material fact 

and submittal of false information. As a company in the earth removal business and reported to 
be the largest aggregate mining operation East of the Mississippi, it is not plausible that ADM 
and Beals+Thomas underestimated the volume of earth to be removed from the site by orders 
of magnitude. The concealment of these material facts and submittal of false information 
resulted in the inaccurate assessment of Damage to the Environment. 
 

TMUD Phases C8. At the 0 Hammond Street Borrego Solar, 50-acre site in Carver, ADM 
and Borrego concealed the nature and extent of their earth removal. They failed to accurately 
disclose the volume of earth removed and the environmental impacts of taking the height of 
land down about 20 feet across the site. Based on topographic maps about 2-4 million cubic 
yards of earth were removed and there was an extensive earth removal operation with 
transportation, wetland, waterways, and other environmental impacts that were not accurately 
disclosed. ADM is also conducting a massive earth removal operation under a permit from 
Carver on adjacent land and has failed to describe the environmental impacts of that to MEPA. 
 

TMUD Phase C9. Farm to Market Road, Wareham, Borrego Solar. ADM conducted earth 
removal activities prior to the solar installation. It never applied for or received an Earth 
Removal Permit from the Town of Wareham. ADM concealed material facts about earth 
removal at the site so that the Damage to the Environment was not adequately assessed.  
 

TMUD Phases C10-C12. These Phases have been segmented to avoid the Energy 
threshold. The project has resulted in the construction of new electricity generating facilities 
with total capacity of 25 or more megawatts. In addition, in May 2021 ADM announced plans to 
build 400 more acres of land based solar utilities in Wareham, adding more megawatts in the 
region. ADM concealed this material fact from MEPA review by not disclosing it in the March 
2021 EENF. 
 

Failure to disclose earth removal activities within the TMUD area. ADM has concealed 
material facts about its industrial sand mining extraction in Plymouth, Carver and Wareham, 
including traffic and historical resource impacts. The result is that Damage to the Environment 
was not adequately assessed. 
 

x 59 Federal Road, Carver, Assessor’s Map 131, Lot 1-2C: Ongoing industrial sand 
mining operation, 4.4 million cubic yards adjacent to Golden Field Pond, a priority 
habitat.  ADM is using the ruse of an agricultural project as the basis for this 
industrial sand mining extraction.  ADM used the ruse of an agricultural project to 

 
3 EENF Notice, EEA 15617, page 2, footnote. 
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obtain a sign off from Massachusetts Historical Commission to destroy Native 
American features. See, Letter to Jim Kane from Brona Simon, Mass Historical 
Commission, Makepeace Federal Road West Agriculture Project, Carver, MA MHC 
#RC.66869. This is not a legitimate agricultural project. 
 

x Hammond Street, Carver: Ongoing industrial sand mining operation also under the 
ruse of an agricultural operation. 

 
x Read Scale Custom Soils: Ongoing industrial sand mining operation also under the 

ruse of an agricultural operation on Assessors Map 131, Lot 2-4, the same lot as 
TMUD Phase C-1 above.  This is not a legitimate agricultural operation despite the 
submittal, year after year, of plans from GAF Engineering to the Carver Earth 
Removal Committee showing the construction of “bogs and a tailwater recovery 
pond.” (Plans available from the Carver Earth Removal Committee) The plans show 
basically the same bog and pond in the same location with a slight expansion. They 
have never been built. 

 
II. Notice of Project Change for material change in a Project under 301 CMR 11.01(1) 
 

MEPA regulation 301 CMR 11.10(1) provides that prior to the taking of all Agency 
Actions for the Project, unless the Secretary in a certificate or special review procedure has 
determined otherwise, if there is a material change a Project any Person may file an NPC. The 
Secretary has not precluded an NPC and all Agency Action are not complete.  STPB, as a Person 
within the meaning of 301 CMR 11.00 has the legal right to request this NPC.  

 
 Below are descriptions of material changes in the Project set forth in narrative format 
and addressing the categories of MEPA’s NPC Form. 301 CMR 11.01(1), 
 

A. General description of the material change in the Project 
 

In its July 2008 EENF, ADM described the Project as “a mixed-use village community that 
will incorporate principles of smart growth, open space preservation, low impact development 
(LID), traditional village design, and pedestrian orientation.” See, February 13, 2013, Final 
Record of Decision. The 6,107 acres of the TMUD area was described as having “undeveloped 
lands considered ecologically significant due to the presence of BioMap Core Habitat, Priority 
Habitat for rare and endangered species, and the underlying sole source aquifer.”   

The January 29, 2007 “Special Review Procedure” (SRP), and MEPA’s subsequent 
waivers of the requirements for ENFs and EIRs over the last 10+ years, has been an egregious 
dereliction of the of the responsibilities vested in the Secretary by General Laws Chapter 30, 
Section 61. Further, the Secretary’s failure to establish a Citizens Advisory Committee under 
301 CMR 11.09(3)(c) has denied and continues to deny the public the right to a meaningful 
opportunity for input on the Project. 
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B. Permits/Financial Assistance 
 

Numerous Permits are and have been required. Financial assistance is described in the 
various Certificates and includes the direct and indirect support of state energy subsidy 
programs. 

 
C. MEPA thresholds met or exceeded (301 CMR 11.03) 

The MEPA thresholds warranting an NPC include, but are not limited to, the following: 

11.03(1)(a)1 Land: There has been, and continues to be, the direct alteration of 50 or 
more acres of land caused by commercial strip mining and “site preparation” for solar 
installations. ADM has concealed and/or misrepresented the actual volumes of earth removed 
from the TMUD area for solar and for individual earth removal operations. This includes 
massive earth removal operations at 59 Federal Road in Carver (ongoing removal of over 4 
million cubic yards), 0 Hammond Street, and on the 500 plus acre Read Custom Soils site. This is 
a material change in the Project. 

11.03(1)(a)4 Conversion of land in active agricultural use to nonagricultural use: 
Including land with qualified USDA soils, ADM has converted hundreds of acres of agricultural 
land to industrial uses without describing the environmental impacts.  

11.03(2) State listed Species under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act:  The 
actual individual and cumulative destruction of listed species has never been described in an 
EIR. ADM has caused or contributed to the extinction of state listed species including the 
Endangered Persius Duskywing, Northern Barrens Tiger Beetle, Threatened Barren’s Dagger 
Moth, Melsheimer’s Sack Bearer, and Special Concern species Frosted Elfin, Gerhard’s 
Underwing moth, Slender Clearwing Sphinx, Barren’s Buckmoth, Pink Swallow Moth and Cow 
Path Tiger Beetle. 

11.03(3) Wetlands and Waterways: The changed uses have cumulatively altered 
thousands of square feet of wetlands, altered topography by removing several hills of at least 
100 feet over hundreds of acres altering the runoff patterns, and caused stormwater discharges 
to waterways during and after construction.   

11.03(4)(a) and/or (b) Water withdrawals and construction of new water mains: ADM 
CEO Jim Kane has stated that subdivisions are planned for the Phase C area but water 
withdrawals to serve the residential uses have never been disclosed. The long-term ADM 
development plans have been concealed and not disclosed in an ENF. 

 
11.03(6)(a)6 Transportation: The large volume of earth removed off the TMUD area 

(about 20 million cubic yards, minimum) for commercial sale throughout the Northeast has 
generated at last 3,000 or more New average daily trips on roadways providing access to a 
single location (ADM lands). Eyewitness testimony and photographic evidence shows that 
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ADM’s earth removal activities under the Phase C1 and C 2 projects are generating in excess of 
90,000 truck trips coming from Carver sites alone with more from the Phase 2 bog expansion 
area.    

 
11.03(7)(b) Energy: Phases C1-C12 have been segmented to avoid the Energy threshold. 

The project has resulted in the construction of new electricity generating facilities with total 
capacity of 25 or more megawatts. In addition, in May 2021, ADM announced plans to build 
400 more acres of land based solar utilities in Wareham, adding more megawatts in the region. 

 
11.03(10)(b)2 Historical and Archeological Resources: It appears that Phases C1 to C12 

have destroyed and will destroy Native American heritage without the free, prior, and informed 
consent of the local Indigenous community, in violation of UNDRIPP. The purported 
“permission” granted by MHC to A.D. Makepeace and Borrego Solar to destroy Wampanoag 
cultural resources in order to conduct strip mining and to erect industrial land based solar 
violates fundamental principles of environmental justice and basic human rights. ADM failed to 
fully disclose this damage to appropriate persons. 
 

III. Project change description (factors a-d)  
 

The material changes and significance of changes in the TMUD with reference to the 
factors in 301 CMR 11.10(6) are described below. Due to improper segmentation, cumulative 
impacts have been accurately described. No mitigation has occurred.  
 

x Open space preservation has not been achieved, material misrepresentations have been 
made about land put into conservation, and commitments have not been honored. 

x Primary uses have changed from residential, commercial, and light industrial, to 
industrial energy utilities and sand mining. 

x No mitigation for Damage to the Environment has occurred. 
x No greenhouse gas analyses for Phase C2-C9 projects have been conducted as required 

by numerous MEPA Certificates. The Greenhouse Gas Policy has been ignored and the 
Global Warming Solutions Act violated by MEPA. 

x Cumulative loss of biodiversity and loss of endangered, threatened, and rare species and 
their habitats has occurred, including likely extinction of globally unique species. 

x Groundwater and surface water protection has been impaired due to the loss of forest 
cover, vegetation, and soils, threatening the long-term viability of the Plymouth Carver 
Sole Source Aquifer. 

x Cumulative impacts to Indigenous historical and cultural areas/sites have occurred. 
x Greenhouse gas impacts from the operation of fossil fuel fired industrial earth removal 

and logging equipment have occurred and never been accounted for. 
x Decreased and diminished climate resiliency due to loss of forest cover and vegetation is 

ongoing and being exacerbated by erosion. 
x Increase in vulnerability due to flooding and sea level rise due to lowering of 

topography. 
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x Alteration of surface waters flow due to altering and/or removing large volumes of 
earth and topography. 
 

IV. Conclusion 
 
The Secretary should determine that an NPC is required.  
 
Should you have any questions or seek and documentation or verification of any of the 

facts here, we will readily provide them. We can be contacted at 508-259-9154 or 
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com  

 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
Margaret E. Sheehan, Esq. 
Volunteer 
Community Land & Water Coalition 
158 Center Hill Road 
Plymouth MA 02360 
c. 508.259.9154 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs � MEPA Office 

 

Effective January 2011 

 
 
 

The information requested on this form must be 
completed to begin MEPA Review of a NPC in 
accordance with the provisions of the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act and its 
implementing regulations (see 301 CMR 11.10(1)). 
 
     

EEA # 
Project Name:      
Street Address: 
Municipality:  Watershed:  
Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates: 
 

Latitude: 
Longitude: 

Estimated commencement date: Estimated completion date: 
Project Type: Status of project design:                  %complete 
Proponent: 
Street Address: 
Municipality: State:  Zip Code: 
Name of Contact Person: 
Firm/Agency: Street Address: 
Municipality: State:  Zip Code: 
Phone: Fax: E-mail: 
 
With this Notice of Project Change, are you requesting: 
a Single EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.06(8))                            Yes  No 
a Special Review Procedure? (see 301CMR 11.09)       Yes  No 
a Waiver of mandatory EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.11)        Yes  No 
a Phase I Waiver? (see 301 CMR 11.11)                        Yes  No 
 
Which MEPA review threshold(s) does the project meet or exceed (see 301 CMR 11.03)? 
 
Which State Agency Permits will the project require? 
 
Identify any financial assistance or land transfer from an Agency of the Commonwealth, including 
the Agency name and the amount of funding or land area in acres:   

For Office Use Only 
 Executive Office of Environmental Affairs 

 
 MEPA Analyst:                               
  
 Phone: 617-626-                                 

Notice of Project Change 

FreeText
13940

FreeText
ADM Development Services, LLC

FreeText
158 TIHONET RD.

FreeText
WAREHAM

FreeText
MA

FreeText
02571

FreeText
Conservation and Management Permit from NHESP,

FreeText
Beals and Thomas, Inc. 

FreeText
Stacy H. Minihane

FreeText
32 Court Street

FreeText
Plymouth 

FreeText
 (508) 366-0560 

FreeText
(508) 366-4391 

FreeText
sminihane@bealsandthomas.com

FreeText
MA

FreeText
Tihonet Mixed Use Development Project, Phase C 2 - Proposed Cranberry Bogs/lnfrastructure

FreeText
Buzzards Bay

FreeText
41.816698

FreeText
·70.707003

FreeText
off Tihonet Road

FreeText
Plymouth, Wareham, Carver

FreeText
Bypass Canal 2013; Soil Blending Facility Spring 2014; Bogs 2023-2033

FreeText
Bypass Canal & Soil 
Blending Facility 
Fall 2013;Bogs Fall 2013

FreeText
Agricultural

FreeText
02360

Free Hand

FreeText
11.03(1)(a)1 Land, 11.03(6)(a)6 Transportation, 11.03(7)(b) Energy, 11.03(10)(b)2. Historical and Archeological Resources


FreeText
Deidre Buckley
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PROJECT INFORMATION 
  

In 25 words or less, what is the project change?  The project change involves . . . 
 
 
See full project change description beginning on page 3. 

 
Date of publication of availability of the ENF in the Environmental Monitor: (Date:                )    
 
Was an EIR required?              Yes                                No; if yes,  

was a Draft EIR filed?   Yes  (Date:                )   No 
 was a Final EIR filed?   Yes  (Date:                )   No 
 was a Single EIR filed? Yes  (Date:                )   No 
  
Have other NPCs been filed?   Yes  (Date(s):            )  No 
 
If this is a NPC solely for lapse of time (see 301 CMR 11.10(2)) proceed directly to 
ATTACHMENTS & SIGNATURES. 
 
PERMITS / FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE / LAND TRANSFER 
List or describe all new or modified state permits, financial assistance, or land transfers not 
previously reviewed: dd w/ list of State Agency Actions (e.g., Agency Project, Financial 
Assistance, Land Transfer, List of Permits) 
 
 
Are you requesting a finding that this project change is insignificant?  A change in a Project is 
ordinarily insignificant if it results solely in an increase in square footage, linear footage, 
height, depth or other relevant measures of the physical dimensions of the Project of 
less than 10% over estimates previously reviewed, provided the increase does not meet 
or exceed any review thresholds. A change in a Project is also ordinarily insignificant if it 
results solely in an increase in impacts of less than 25% of the level specified in any 
review threshold, provided that cumulative impacts of the Project do not meet or exceed 
any review thresholds that were not previously met or exceeded.  (see 301 CMR 
11.10(6))  Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request in the Project 
Change Description below. 
 
FOR PROJECTS SUBJECT TO AN EIR 
 
If the project requires the submission of an EIR, are you requesting that a Scope in a previously 
issued Certificate be rescinded?  

Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request_______________.  
 
If the project requires the submission of an EIR, are you requesting a change to a Scope in a 
previously issued Certificate?  

Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request_______________.  
 
 

Free Hand

Free Hand

Free Hand

FreeText
ADM materially misrepresented the nature of their work when it came to the construction of the Soil blending facility, which never occurred, when in fact they are conducting commercial sand mining.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT CHANGE PARAMETERS AND IMPACTS 
 

Summary of Project Size 
& Environmental Impacts 

Previously 
reviewed 

Net Change Currently 
Proposed 

LAND   
Total site acreage    
Acres of land altered    

Acres of impervious area    
Square feet of bordering vegetated 
wetlands alteration 

   

Square feet of other wetland alteration  
 

 
 

 
 

Acres of non-water dependent use of 
tidelands or waterways 

 
 

 
 

 
 

STRUCTURES   
Gross square footage    
Number of housing units    
Maximum height (in feet)    

TRANSPORTATION   
Vehicle trips per day    
Parking spaces    

WATER/WASTEWATER   
Gallons/day (GPD) of water use    
GPD water withdrawal    
GPD wastewater generation/ treatment    
Length of water/sewer mains (in miles)    

 
 
Does the project change involve any new or modified: 

1.  conversion of public parkland or other Article 97 public natural resources to any purpose 
not in accordance with Article 97?        Yes  No 
 2.  release of any conservation restriction, preservation restriction, agricultural 
preservation restriction, or watershed preservation restriction?      Yes   No 

3. impacts on Rare Species?       Yes    No 
 4. demolition of all or part of any structure, site or district listed in the State Register of 
Historic Place or the inventory of Historic and Archaeological Assets of the Commonwealth? 
      Yes     No 
 5.  impact upon an Area of Critical Environmental Concern?      Yes    No 
If you answered ‘Yes’ to any of these 5 questions, explain below: 
 
 
 

Free Hand

Free Hand

Free Hand

Free Hand

FreeText
34,000

FreeText
0

Free Hand

FreeText
460±
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PROJECT CHANGE DESCRIPTION (attach additional pages as necessary).  The project change 
description should include:  
 (a) a brief description of the project as most recently reviewed 
 (b) a description of material changes to the project as previously reviewed,  
 (c) if applicable, the significance of the proposed changes, with specific reference to the 
factors listed 301 CMR 11.10(6), and  
 (d) measures that the project is taking to avoid damage to the environment or to minimize 
and mitigate unavoidable environmental impacts.  If the change will involve modification of any 
previously issued Section 61 Finding, include a draft of the modified Section 61 Finding (or it will 
be required in a Supplemental EIR).   

FreeText
ADM made concealed material facts and submitted false information during MEPA review about the “soil blending facility” and the
extent of strip mining and earth removal at this location. The soil blending facility was described in the Phase C-2 Certificate and ENF as an approximately 34,000 square foot building with offices, to be built to energy efficient standards and possibly use geothermal to save energy pursuant to the state’s GHG policies. See, page 5 of EENF. The ENF implied this facility would “blend” soils for ADM’s agricultural operations. It does not appear this facility was ever built, nor that MEPA was notified. Instead, the Phase C 2 activities are an industrial operation selling sand commercial via the ADM subsidiary, Read Custom Soils. 

ADM has continued to conduct industrial scale earth removal from the site without ever constructing the soil blending site the were approved for. It is our position that, in misrepresenting the nature of the soil blending facility, which has yet to be constructed, ADM has materially misrepresented the nature of their work. We request that the secretary find that this materially misrepresentation (whether knowingly or not) constitutes an NPC as per 301 CMR 11.05(10) and Require an EIR assessing, among other relevant issues, the amount of earth being removed from the site, the actual amount daily truck visits, and the uses towards which the removed earth is being put.


Additional Explanation for MEPA Thresholds:

11.03(6)(a)6 Transportation: The large volume of earth removed off the TMUD area (about 20 million cubic yards, minimum) for commercial sale throughout the Northeast has generated at last 3,000 or more New average daily trips on roadways providing access to a single location (ADM lands). Eyewitness testimony and photographic evidence shows that ADM’s earth removal activities under the Phase C1 and C 2 projects are generating in excess of
90,000 truck trips coming from Carver sites alone with more from the Phase 2 bog expansion area.

11.03(7)(b) Energy: Phases C1-C12 have been segmented to avoid the Energy threshold. The project has resulted in the construction of new electricity  generating facilities with total capacity of 25 or more megawatts. In addition, in May 2021, ADM announced plans to build 400 more acres of land based solar utilities in Wareham, adding more megawatts in the region.

11.03(10)(b)2 Historical and Archeological Resources: It appears that Phases C1 to C12 have destroyed and will destroy Native American heritage without the free, prior, and informed consent of the local Indigenous community, in violation of UNDRIPP. The purported “permission” granted by MHC to A.D. Makepeace and Borrego Solar to destroy Wampanoag cultural resources in order to conduct strip mining and to erect industrial land based solar violates fundamental principles of environmental justice and basic human rights. ADM failed to fully disclose this damage to appropriate persons.
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ATTACHMENTS & SIGNATURES 
 
Attachments: 
1.  Secretary’s most recent Certificate on this project 
2.  Plan showing most recent previously-reviewed proposed build condition 
3.  Plan showing currently proposed build condition 
4.  Original U.S.G.S. map or good quality color copy (8-1/2 x 11 inches or larger) indicating the 
project location and boundaries 
5.  List of all agencies and persons to whom the proponent circulated the NPC, in accordance with 
301 CMR 11.10(7) 
 
 
Signatures: 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Date    Signature of Responsible Officer   Date      Signature of person preparing 

     or  Proponent            NPC (if different from above) 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Name (print or type)          Name (print or type) 

 
                                                                                                                                      
Firm/Agency     Firm/Agency  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Street       Street  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Municipality/State/Zip    Municipality/State/Zip  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Phone      Phone 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs � MEPA Office 

 

Effective January 2011 

 
 
 

The information requested on this form must be 
completed to begin MEPA Review of a NPC in 
accordance with the provisions of the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act and its 
implementing regulations (see 301 CMR 11.10(1)). 
 
     

EEA # 
Project Name:      
Street Address: 
Municipality:  Watershed:  
Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates: 
 

Latitude: 
Longitude: 

Estimated commencement date: Estimated completion date: 
Project Type: Status of project design:                  %complete 
Proponent: 
Street Address: 
Municipality: State:  Zip Code: 
Name of Contact Person: 
Firm/Agency: Street Address: 
Municipality: State:  Zip Code: 
Phone: Fax: E-mail: 
 
With this Notice of Project Change, are you requesting: 
a Single EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.06(8))                            Yes  No 
a Special Review Procedure? (see 301CMR 11.09)       Yes  No 
a Waiver of mandatory EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.11)        Yes  No 
a Phase I Waiver? (see 301 CMR 11.11)                        Yes  No 
 
Which MEPA review threshold(s) does the project meet or exceed (see 301 CMR 11.03)? 
 
Which State Agency Permits will the project require? 
 
Identify any financial assistance or land transfer from an Agency of the Commonwealth, including 
the Agency name and the amount of funding or land area in acres:   

For Office Use Only 
 Executive Office of Environmental Affairs 

 
 MEPA Analyst:                               
  
 Phone: 617-626-                                 
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PROJECT INFORMATION 
  

In 25 words or less, what is the project change?  The project change involves . . . 
 
 
See full project change description beginning on page 3. 

 
Date of publication of availability of the ENF in the Environmental Monitor: (Date:                )    
 
Was an EIR required?              Yes                                No; if yes,  

was a Draft EIR filed?   Yes  (Date:                )   No 
 was a Final EIR filed?   Yes  (Date:                )   No 
 was a Single EIR filed? Yes  (Date:                )   No 
  
Have other NPCs been filed?   Yes  (Date(s):            )  No 
 
If this is a NPC solely for lapse of time (see 301 CMR 11.10(2)) proceed directly to 
ATTACHMENTS & SIGNATURES. 
 
PERMITS / FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE / LAND TRANSFER 
List or describe all new or modified state permits, financial assistance, or land transfers not 
previously reviewed: dd w/ list of State Agency Actions (e.g., Agency Project, Financial 
Assistance, Land Transfer, List of Permits) 
 
 
Are you requesting a finding that this project change is insignificant?  A change in a Project is 
ordinarily insignificant if it results solely in an increase in square footage, linear footage, 
height, depth or other relevant measures of the physical dimensions of the Project of 
less than 10% over estimates previously reviewed, provided the increase does not meet 
or exceed any review thresholds. A change in a Project is also ordinarily insignificant if it 
results solely in an increase in impacts of less than 25% of the level specified in any 
review threshold, provided that cumulative impacts of the Project do not meet or exceed 
any review thresholds that were not previously met or exceeded.  (see 301 CMR 
11.10(6))  Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request in the Project 
Change Description below. 
 
FOR PROJECTS SUBJECT TO AN EIR 
 
If the project requires the submission of an EIR, are you requesting that a Scope in a previously 
issued Certificate be rescinded?  

Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request_______________.  
 
If the project requires the submission of an EIR, are you requesting a change to a Scope in a 
previously issued Certificate?  

Yes     No; if yes, provide an explanation of this request_______________.  
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ADM has materially misrepresented the nature of their work, as demonstrated by their failure to build the bog that they claimed was the goal and instead continuing to strip mine the site

FreeText
They received a Conservation and Management Permit from NHESP, which was amended twice and extended in 2016, with the most recently approved expiration date (as reflected in NHESP's response to our PRR) being 6/9/2020. They also received an Order of Conditions from the Carver Conservation Commission, Earth Removal Permit from the Carver Earth Removal Committee, and a NPDES Construction General Permit from the US EPA 
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT CHANGE PARAMETERS AND IMPACTS 
 

Summary of Project Size 
& Environmental Impacts 

Previously 
reviewed 

Net Change Currently 
Proposed 

LAND   
Total site acreage    
Acres of land altered    

Acres of impervious area    
Square feet of bordering vegetated 
wetlands alteration 

   

Square feet of other wetland alteration  
 

 
 

 
 

Acres of non-water dependent use of 
tidelands or waterways 

 
 

 
 

 
 

STRUCTURES   
Gross square footage    
Number of housing units    
Maximum height (in feet)    

TRANSPORTATION   
Vehicle trips per day    
Parking spaces    

WATER/WASTEWATER   
Gallons/day (GPD) of water use    
GPD water withdrawal    
GPD wastewater generation/ treatment    
Length of water/sewer mains (in miles)    

 
 
Does the project change involve any new or modified: 

1.  conversion of public parkland or other Article 97 public natural resources to any purpose 
not in accordance with Article 97?        Yes  No 
 2.  release of any conservation restriction, preservation restriction, agricultural 
preservation restriction, or watershed preservation restriction?      Yes   No 

3. impacts on Rare Species?       Yes    No 
 4. demolition of all or part of any structure, site or district listed in the State Register of 
Historic Place or the inventory of Historic and Archaeological Assets of the Commonwealth? 
      Yes     No 
 5.  impact upon an Area of Critical Environmental Concern?      Yes    No 
If you answered ‘Yes’ to any of these 5 questions, explain below: 
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PROJECT CHANGE DESCRIPTION (attach additional pages as necessary).  The project change 
description should include:  
 (a) a brief description of the project as most recently reviewed 
 (b) a description of material changes to the project as previously reviewed,  
 (c) if applicable, the significance of the proposed changes, with specific reference to the 
factors listed 301 CMR 11.10(6), and  
 (d) measures that the project is taking to avoid damage to the environment or to minimize 
and mitigate unavoidable environmental impacts.  If the change will involve modification of any 
previously issued Section 61 Finding, include a draft of the modified Section 61 Finding (or it will 
be required in a Supplemental EIR).   

FreeText
ADM has concealed the material fact that it has not constructed the agricultural project for Phase C 1. The naked eye can see that the 32-acre
agricultural project has not been built in the location that was the subject of MEPA review. Instead, ADM has expanded strip mine operations across the Phase C-1 site, a 500+ acre lot (Lot 2-4). It continues to strip mine the site, conducting an industrial sand mining operation and not explaining this in the EENF. ADM falsely stated that the Phase C-1 agriculture project was done, their March 2021 EENF states, “32 acres Agricultural (constructed as Phase C1)” on page 3-4. CLWC’s June 7, 2021 NPC informed the Secretary that the Phase C-1 agricultural project was not built, yet the Certificate erroneously represented that it was. The June 9, 2021 Certificate states that, “Phase C1 included the construction of the Wankinco Bog, 1 16.5-acre bog, 2.5-acre reservoir and 3 tailwater recovery pond, 13 acres of bog roads/graded areas and preservation of 24 acres of open space.” Further, ADM used the agricultural project in Phase C-1 as a ruse to obtain a Conservation and Management Permit for the Eastern Box Turtle from MassWildlife under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act. The 32-acre project has not been built in the location identified in the CMP permit.

ADM also used the agricultural project to obtain a sign-off from Massachusetts Historical Commission. According to the October 29, 2010 MHC sign off letter, the site may have met criteria of eligibility for “listing in the National Register of Historic Places because it contains information on ancient Native American occupation and land use within the inland portions of Carver during at least the Archaic Period.” Phase C1 Wankinco Cranberry Bog expansion, Carver, PAL #2503, MHC # RC 3804, letter from Brona Simon, October 29, 2010, for review of agricultural project that was never built. On information and belief, and due to the refusal of MHC to provide information, it appears these sites were destroyed.

The Project, as initially and most recently reviewed, was the construction of a cranberry bog on the 32 acre site. This (contrary to ADM's previous filings) has still not happened, despite the extensions provided to them buy NHESP on their CMP, which it appears they have still overshot, as it was extended until 06/06/2020 according to NHESP's Amanda Veinotte in a 2016 email to Stacy Minihane. ADM has materially misrepresented the work that they are performing as agricultural bog construction, and are in fact conducting commercial mining and sand extraction. It also appears (based on Google Earth imaging) that they have not constructed the 196 square foot pump house for the bog, both of which were approved in their original build condition. 

We request that the secretary find that ADM has knowingly or inadvertently concealed a material fact, or summited false information, and that that finding be treated as an NPC as per  301 CMR 11.10(5). We request that the secretary require ADM to submit an EIR accurately reflecting the volume of earth removed, where it is being sent, for what purpose it is being used, and explaining their failure to follow through on the previously approved Bog Construction.

Additional Explanation for MEPA Thresholds:

11.03(6)(a)6 Transportation: The large volume of earth removed off the TMUD area (about 20 million cubic yards, minimum) for commercial sale throughout the Northeast has generated at last 3,000 or more New average daily trips on roadways providing access to a single location (ADM lands). Eyewitness testimony and photographic evidence shows that ADM’s earth removal activities under the Phase C1 and C 2 projects are generating in excess of
90,000 truck trips coming from Carver sites alone with more from the Phase 2 bog expansion area.

11.03(7)(b) Energy: Phases C1-C12 have been segmented to avoid the Energy threshold. The project has resulted in the construction of new electricity  generating facilities with total capacity of 25 or more megawatts. In addition, in May 2021, ADM announced plans to build 400 more acres of land based solar utilities in Wareham, adding more megawatts in the region.

11.03(10)(b)2 Historical and Archeological Resources: It appears that Phases C1 to C12 have destroyed and will destroy Native American heritage without the free, prior, and informed consent of the local Indigenous community, in violation of UNDRIPP. The purported “permission” granted by MHC to A.D. Makepeace and Borrego Solar to destroy Wampanoag cultural resources in order to conduct strip mining and to erect industrial land based solar violates fundamental principles of environmental justice and basic human rights. ADM failed to fully disclose this damage to appropriate persons.
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ATTACHMENTS & SIGNATURES 
 
Attachments: 
1.  Secretary’s most recent Certificate on this project 
2.  Plan showing most recent previously-reviewed proposed build condition 
3.  Plan showing currently proposed build condition 
4.  Original U.S.G.S. map or good quality color copy (8-1/2 x 11 inches or larger) indicating the 
project location and boundaries 
5.  List of all agencies and persons to whom the proponent circulated the NPC, in accordance with 
301 CMR 11.10(7) 
 
 
Signatures: 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Date    Signature of Responsible Officer   Date      Signature of person preparing 

     or  Proponent            NPC (if different from above) 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Name (print or type)          Name (print or type) 

 
                                                                                                                                      
Firm/Agency     Firm/Agency  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Street       Street  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Municipality/State/Zip    Municipality/State/Zip  

 
                                                                                                                                      
Phone      Phone 
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Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 
Attn: MEPA Office 
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900 
Boston, MA 02114 
Via email to MEPA@mass.gov 
 
Re: Expanded Environmental Notification Form, March 15, 2021 and May 11, 2021 Supplement 
       ADM TMUD Wareham Solar Projects 
       EEA No. 13940-ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development 
       Wareham, Plymouth, Carver, Massachusetts 
 
Dear Secretary Theoharides, 
 
The Partnership for Policy Integrity (PFPI) submits the following comments on the Expanded 

  t in state policy matters 
has up to this point largely been confined to biomass energy. However, we are very concerned at how the 

-scale solar energy appears to be promoting projects that result in net damage to 
s, and accordingly are submitting these comments on particular aspects of the 

Wareham solar projects.  
 

 
ut a 

failure. It is shocking to see 
clearing for solar. Climate change mitigation is not just about reducing fossil fuel emissions.  Climate 
modeling is crystal-clear that we need to not only reduce emissions, but actually sequester CO2 that has 
already been emitted. Restoring and expanding forests is the only means under our control to achieve 
this at scale. Accordingly, anything that undermines forest carbon uptake is actively undermining climate 
mitigation. The state should not have a policy that pits solar against forests. Policies should offer 
incentives for preserving and expanding forests, not destroying them.  
 
Satellite imagery from Global Forest Watch shows that forest loss in the vicinity of the project is 
particularly high. Figure 1 shows forest loss just since 20001

conversion to cranberry bogs and other uses from before 2000.  In fact, pulling back, this area appears to 
have one of the highest rates of forest loss since 2000 in the entire state of Massachusetts.  
 

 
1 Data from Global Forest Watch at https://bit.ly/3ukdyc0 

mailto:MEPA@mass.gov
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Figure 1. Global Forest Watch overview of forest loss in the area of the project. The three proposed solar 
fields are marked with black dots.  

 
Regarding this specific project, it is tone-deaf for the EENF to claim (page 11) that “Furthermore, the 
Master Plan’s Natural and Cultural Resources Goal 1 is to, ‘Coordinate and strategically implement several 
ongoing efforts to increase climate resilience in Wareham.’ While the Project will not contribute directly to 
climate resilience specifically in Wareham, it will advance the Commonwealth’s renewable energy 
initiatives, which broadly address the issues surrounding climate change.” 
 
We would argue that any project that causes more forest loss in Wareham is actually undermining the 
town’s climate resilience.  

General comments on the project 
These projects are extraordinarily damaging 
Using Google Earth to view other solar projects installed in the same area as the proposal makes it 
evident how damaging these projects are. Removal of forest and land preparation scrapes the soil down 
to essentially white sand, and even beyond this, further sand mining is occurring. This essentially resets 
the ecosystem to where it was right after the glaciers retreated. Transpiration from vegetation cools and 
moistens the air, but the sand pit is a glaring, radiating zone without any ability to affect or modify its 
microclimate. The subsoil is sterile sand with few available nutrients, meaning nothing much will grow 
here again in any human timeframe, even after the solar panels are removed.  This may be within the 
owner’s rights – but why is it being subsidized with Massachusetts clean energy subsidies? Approval of 
the project and receipt of the subsidies should at a minimum be made contingent on the ability to fully 
restore the site to forest. In few years, these projects are going to be seen as dinosaurs and be viewed 
with shame for the forest destruction they caused. Assuming a sane climate policy prevails, forest 
protection and restoration will be prioritized, and solar will be built in places that are already sacrifice 
zones, such a parking lots, road medians, and perhaps the cranberry bogs of Wareham.   
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Figure 2. A recent solar and sand mining project in the vicinity of the proposed project (at 41.800214°,      
-70.703461°) 
 

Comments on the analysis for the proposal 
The proposal contains questionable assumptions and analyses in at least two respects – consideration of 
mitigation for the loss of forests, and consideration of net GHG impacts of the project.  
 

Mitigation of habitat loss 
The 2014 certificate on the ENF states, “NHESP indicates that a long term net benefit can be developed 
through a) permanent protection of appropriate habitat in the vicinity of previously designated 
conservation areas, and b) providing funding for long-term habitat management to benefit the affected 
species.” 
 
We wonder if the program would use similar language today.  There is no “net” benefit given the 
accelerating forest loss in the region, as shown in Figure 1.   
 
At page 5 of the March 2021 EENF, it states, “Although portions of the 150 Tihonet Road PV+ES Project lie 
within identified but unmapped pine barrens habitat, the Proponent is coordinating with NHESP and will 
undertake appropriate mitigation in the form of conservation lands and habitat funding.” 
 
Even if these minimal set-asides are actually happening, this does not constitute “mitigation” given that 
the entire pine barrens ecosystem is being obliterated where the solar panels are installed. Setting aside 
other land for conservation is nice, but there is a net loss of ecosystem that is occurring.  There is no 
“mitigation.”  
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Other impacts 
The loss of vegetation also changes the hydrology of the site. The proponent is developing stormwater 
retention basins, the planning for which needs to take into account changes in rainfall amount and 
intensity now underway with climate change. Has this occurred? Does the modeling actually recognize 
non-stationarity of rainfall?  
 
The ponds already have issues with dissolved oxygen and phosphorous pollution, which is evident with 
satellite photos that show extensive algae growth.  Also, it appears that there is potentially some planting 
activity planned for the area under the solar panels. We wonder if the project will use herbicides to 
reduce growth of the meadow? If so, has the potential for water contamination been evaluated, given the 
sandy soils and the proximity to ponds?  
 
We also note that wetland resources in this rare pine barrens ecosystem are being disturbed. This area of 
eastern MA has extremely fragile ecosystems.  It seems a real failure of state policy, both in terms of 
MEPA review and in terms of solar incentives, that this project is moving forward and seemingly headed 
for state approval and even financial support.  
 
 

GHG analysis 
Failure of the state to provide guidance 
The 2014 certificate discusses developing a protocol for evaluating GHG impacts, but apparently this has 
not been done. Why not? There has been plenty of time. There should have been a protocol for the 
proponents to follow, instead of being left to make it up as they go along. Why is the state so lax on these 
matters?  
 
Failure to include ecosystem carbon loss 
In calculating the GHG “benefit” of the project, the proponent simply ignores the carbon emissions from 
removing the forest from the site. Why do they assume this is legitimate? It is not, because this is stored 
carbon. They appear to claim it would only be emitted to the atmosphere if it were burned (page 2 of 
memo), but in fact even if the trees were converted into long-lived wood products, a significant portion of 
the wood would be lost right away during processing.  
 
The basic IPCC protocol for assessing emissions impacts of forest clearing treats felling trees as an 
instantaneous emission of stored carbon, though more refined approaches are possible when data are 
available. The appropriate protocol to require here appears to be the one for “Other Land”2: 
 
Tier 1  
A Tier 1 method follows the approach in Equation 2.16 in Chapter 2 where the amount of above-ground 
biomass that is removed is estimated by multiplying the area (e.g., forest area) converted annually to 
Other Land by the average carbon content of biomass in the land prior to conversion (BBEFORE). In this case, 
BAFTER in Equation 2.16 is set to zero by default. The default assumption for the Tier 1 calculation is that all 
carbon in biomass (less harvested wood products removed from the area) is released to the atmosphere 
immediately (i.e., in the first year after conversion) through decay processes either on- or off-site. 
 
Tier 2  

 
2 https://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/2006gl/pdf/4_Volume4/V4_09_Ch9_Other_Land.pdf 
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A Tier 2 method can be developed and used if country-specific data on carbon stocks before conversion to 
Other Land (i.e., BBEFORE in Equation 2.16) are obtainable. BAFTER remains at zero. In addition, under Tier 2, 
carbon losses can be apportioned to specific conversion processes, such as burning or harvesting. This 
allows for more accurate estimation of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions. A portion of biomass removed 
is sometimes used as wood products or as fuel wood. Chapter 2, Section 2.4 provides the basic method for 
estimating non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions from biomass burning. Chapter 12 provides guidance for 
estimation techniques for carbon stored in harvested wood products.  
 
Tier 3  
A Tier 3 method requires more detailed data/information than the Tier 2 approach, e.g.,:  
• Geo-referenced disaggregated areas converted annually are used for each land use converted to Other 
Land;  
• Carbon densities are based on locally specific information and; and  
• Biomass stock values are based on inventories and/or the model estimations.  
• Where data are available, Tier 3 methods may be used to track the dynamic behaviour of carbon stocks 
and greenhouse gas emissions following conversion. Where the land remains in a vegetation-free state 
(due to severe degradation), there will generally be a continuing decline in carbon stocks. If this is not the 
case, countries should consider whether the land should be classified under another land use, as indicated 
in Chapter 3. 
 
In the case of this project, where stumps and roots will be removed, the lost of biomass carbon is 
especially notable. The loss of soil carbon is also extreme. According to the data the proponents 
themselves cite (from EPA), soil carbon can constitute more than 50 - 60% of ecosystem carbon.  The 
total removal of topsoil and the layers of subsoil that are most likely to store soil organic carbon in 
dissolved forms also needs to be taken into consideration. The state should require the proponents to 
find data that accurately reflect the aboveground and belowground carbon loss, including from soils, and 
do the calculation properly.  
 

Failure to include timing of GHG emissions 
The proponent draws attention to the future gain of carbon on the site, stating that the calculations are 
“likely conservative” because they do not include the carbon that will be sequestered in the “meadow” 
growing beneath the solar panels (to be planted?) and the future carbon sequestration in the forest that 
will replace the solar panels when the project is decommissioned.  These hypothetical impacts are in the 
future, while the liquidation of site carbon is happening now, just when it is most urgent to reduce 
emissions. Carbon loss happening in the near term with certainty needs to be valued more highly than 
future potential carbon gain. Further, it appears that the proponent is actually misrepresenting the 
developer’s intentions when they say the area will be reforested, because the developer is on video3 as 
saying that after the “fad” of solar passes, the “junk” will be hauled away and the site will be turned into a 
housing development.   
 

Sequestration analysis is incorrect 
The proponents’ assessment of carbon emissions from the project is confined to estimates of future 
forest carbon sequestration that will be foregone. They analyze this using two approaches.  The first 
approach uses data they say they obtained from Northeast Survey Consultants, but they do not say what 
the data are, or how they were obtained, though they do refer to diameter at breast height (DBH) 

 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nh7fnq2y3Sg 
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measurements “where applicable.” It is not clear what this means.  It is also not clear how the tree 
volume estimates were made or how they relate to the DBH.  The report further makes an error in 
converting the dry weight to green weight of  72.5%, citing an unpublished online document4 with no 
citations which states, “Taking all species in the table into account, the average tree is 72.5% dry matter 
and 27.5% moisture.” This is not correct for trees in New England, where moisture content of freshly 
harvested wood is around 50% and sometimes more.  
 
Given this failure and the proponents’ evident unfamiliarity with protocols for ecosystem carbon 
assessment, we have no confidence in the approach to calculating increased DBH and volume through 
time, which uses a “simplified, linear growth rate formula.”  They do cite a reference for this approach, 
but it is not clear if their analysis of forest biomass takes into account the fact that trees with bigger 
circumference tend to also be taller, meaning their overall volume is greater. In fact, the regression curve 
that proponents provide for volume/weight (cubic meters) looks very similar to a standard curve of the 
relationship between diameter and area of a cross-section of a tree (square meters), which if the trunk is 
circular in cross-section would follow the relationship of “pi-r-squared.” We graphed up that simple 
relationship (in blue) and overlaid it on the on the proponents’ graph (Figure 3):  
 

 
Figure 3. The graph of the relationship between diameter and area (square meters) overlaid on the 
proponents’ graph of diameter and volume (cubic meters) translated in some unknown way to weight of 
biomass.  
 
It appears that the proponents’ analysis of biomass per stem does not correctly reflect the overall 
increase in volume, because it traces a relationship of DBH to stem cross-sectional area, rather than full 
tree volume. Further, a stem analysis does not really tell much about forest biomass as a whole, unless 
there is a detailed count of stems per acre, and the analysis includes the volume of stumps and roots.  
Even with that information, the analysis of carbon stocks is incomplete, because it does not include soil 
carbon.  For an analysis of future sequestration (carbon sinks), however, soil carbon may be difficult to 
quantify.  
 
For a more credible approach, at a minimum the proponents could use the USFS Forest Inventory and 
Analysis data and tools that the Forest Service makes available for estimating forest carbon stocks and 
sinks. Additionally, research suggests carbon sequestration by larger, older trees has in some cases been 

 
4 https://www.unm.edu/~jbrink/365/Documents/Calculating_tree_carbon.pdf 
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underestimated, for instance see Stephenson et al 20145 and most recently Leverett et al 2021,6  with 
Figure 1 from that paper reproduced below. While growth patterns from individual trees can not be 
directly extrapolated to whole stands, the data suggest that the apparent “slowing” of growth by older 
trees is often not reflected in their volume, which continues to increase.  
 

 
Figure 4, which is Figure 1 from Leverett et al, 2021. Changes in circumference, height and volume of a 
stand-grown individual eastern white pine (Pine #58) in three 50-y intervals. Upper panels (A) Change in 
circumference during 0–50, 50–100, and 100–150 years. (B) Change in height between 0–50, 50–100, and 
100–150 years. (C) Change in above-ground tree volume (trunk plus limbs) between 0–50, 50–100, and 
100–150 years. Lower panels (D) Cumulative circumference at 50, 100, and 150 years compared to 
cumulative above-ground volume. (E) Cumulative height at 50, 100, and 150 years compared to 
cumulative above-ground volume. On each lower panel initial slopes were matched to reflect the rapid 
change in circumference and height during the first 50-years interval. Note that volume is a proxy for 
above-ground carbon. Values for circumference, height and volume of Pine #58 were determined by a 
combination of direct measurement and chronosequence and described in the text and in Supplement.  
 
 

 
5 Stephenson, N. L., et al. (2014). "Rate of tree carbon accumulation increases continuously with tree size." Nature 
507(7490): 90-93. https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14. Supplementary information at 
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14  
6 Leverett, R. T., et al. (2021). "Older Eastern White Pine Trees and Stands Accumulate Carbon for Many Decades 
and Maximize Cumulative Carbon." Frontiers in Forests and Global Change 4(40). 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/ffgc.2021.620450/full 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14
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The second approach employed by the proponents to estimate foregone sequestration relies on an EPA 
estimate of forest carbon stocks that includes soil carbon, deadwood, etc. However, the proponents 
incorrectly apportion sequestration based on stocks, assuming that because living biomass constitutes 
31% of the ecosystem carbon, then it must be responsible for the same proportion of active carbon 
sequestration.  If only this were true! If mineral soils added new carbon to stocks at the same rate as 
living biomass, maybe we wouldn’t have a climate crisis (though we’d be up to our eyeballs in soil). In fact 
among the several problems with this analysis, the proponents have underestimated the amount of 
ecosystem carbon uptake for which living biomass is responsible, so have underestimated the total 
ecosystem C sink.  
 
 
Assumption of fossil fuel displacement is not valid 
The entire GHG benefit of the project is based on the assumption that it will displace fossil fuels. The 
proponents make several statements to this effect. However, for there to be a net reduction in GHG 
emissions, there does need to be actual, verifiable substitution. Climate warming is a function of the total 
amount of CO2 loading, not the GHG intensity of generation. Therefore if solar and other relatively 
emission-free technology comes online, but the total amount of fossil fuel burning stays the same or 
increases, there will be no decrease in the amount of CO2 emitted per year. Yes, it seems likely that fossil 
fueled electricity generation decreases as solar and wind generation come online and become cheaper, 
but the other thing that happens is that electricity use increases as consumers become aware that more 
“green” energy is available, and as electricity becomes cheaper.  As electrification increases, for instance 
of vehicles, overall use will rise, keeping pressure on fossil generators to continue operating. Substitution 
can only occur if the total amount of electricity generation from fossil sources is capped7 - otherwise 
there is simply additional generation, and no net reduction in emissions. As there is no requirement for 
fossil generation to be taken offline as new solar generation comes online, there can be no assumption 
that substitution is occurring – as attractive as this concept appears.  
 
 
Valuing forests solely as “carbon sinks”  
Overall, the very concept embodied in the EENF, that forests are valued in this context solely for their 
ability to sequester carbon is, frankly, insane.  Yes, it is probably possible to calculate a GHG “benefit” to 
building the solar field and replacing forests, making dubious assumptions as the proponent does. In that 
case, why not clear all the forests in Wareham? Isn’t that the logical outcome of such calculations? 
Perhaps the state should provide incentives to remove all the forest in eastern MA and replace it with 
solar – then we could claim even more GHG “reductions.”  
 
The obvious absurdity of that suggestion indicates that there is some scale at which this policy of allowing 
forest removal for solar no longer makes sense. To us, it seems obvious that this point has already been 
reached.  Forest loss occurring for any reason is hugely counterproductive for ecosystem values and 
climate alike; clearing forests for solar, specifically, when there are so many alternative places it could be 
built, is repugnant.  
 

 
7 Leturcq, P. (2020). "GHG displacement factors of harvested wood products: the myth of substitution." Scientific 
Reports 10(1): 20752. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-77527-8  

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-77527-8
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Decommissioning should include reforestation 
The proponent states that funds are set aside for decommissioning. In fact, given the current rapid rate of 
forest loss in the region now, we suspect that in the future, the highest use of the site will be as forest.  
Accordingly, the decommissioning cost should include reforestation as a value to society. There is 
precedent for this – for instance, the landowner has currently been benefitting from Chapter 61, which is 
a program that reduces taxes because of the public benefit of keeping land in forests.  Making approval of 
these projects and receipt of publicly funded renewable energy subsidies contingent on future mitigation 
back to the natural state is completely reasonable. At a minimum, state officials should require real 
mitigation, which returns the land to its natural forested state, as a condition for approval. If this can not 
be assured, the project should not be approved. Ideally, the state should change its policies and stop 
approving any so-called “green” energy projects that rely on clearcutting, and in this case obliterating, the 
natural ecosystem. In the case of this particular project, it seems likely this area will functionally be a 
waste land, and that forest regeneration will be paltry, if it occurs at all, due to sandy soils that will be 
rendered even more nutrient-poor with removal of topsoil and sand mining.  
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  
 
Mary S. Booth, PhD 
Director, PFPI 
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Improper Pre-Filing Meeting Notice - AD Makepeace Project 1833.116,

January 2022



 

 

Via email to:  
 
 
Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides (via Tori Kim and Alex Strysky) 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs  
Attn: MEPA Office  
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900  
Boston, MA 02114  
 
Stacey H. Minihane 
Beals and Thomas 
32 Court Street 
Plymouth, Ma. 02360 
 
James Kane  (via Stacey H. Minihane) 
AD Makepeace Company 
Tihonet Road 
Wareham, Ma. 02571 
 
 
January 13, 2022 
 
 
RE:  Improper Pre-Filing Meeting Notice -  AD Makepeace  Project #1833.116 
 
 
Yesterday the ADM Makepeace Company (ADM), thru its consultants Beals and Thomas 
(Beals), provided notice (Notice) of its intent to conduct a  MEPA "Pre-Filing Meeting" 
in Carver, Massachusetts, on January 26, 2022. 
 
This Notice was defective and unreasonable. ADM must be instructed to cancel this 'pre-
filing' meeting and schedule instead two separate quarterly meetings – followed later by 
the pre-filing meeting it now seeks to railroad.  
 
Improper Notice/Gimmickry 
 
The Notice states that "the purpose of the meeting is to present information about the 
upcoming Final Environmental Impact report filing, which is intended to close-out the 
Special Review Procedure for the overall Project." 
 
This is the second time ADM and Beals have sought to circumvent the unambiguous 
obligations of the Special Review Procedure by attempting to accelerate its desired "pre-
filing" meeting as a replacement for the two separate quarterly meetings it deliberately 
refused to conduct.  
 



 

 

You are reminded that MEPA saw thru this eye-popping gimmickry in December 2021 
when it flatly rejected Beals' same efforts to escape the missed quarterly meetings by 
unlawfully merging them into a pre-filing session.  
 
MEPA stated then – as it must repeat now - that because ADM failed to hold two of its 
required 2021 quarterly meetings,  those two quarterly meetings should be held 
promptly, and "then the required public outreach meetings prior to filing the 
MEPA document can be held later."  
 
In other words, before a pre-filing meeting is valid, ADM  must first correctly notice and 
complete the two quarterly meetings it failed to conduct, as these quarterly meetings are 
prerequisites to a pre-filing eligibility.  
 
 
 
COVID 
 
 
In addition to ADM and Beal's legally flawed meeting maneuver, the proposed January 
26, 2022, session is set to be held in Carver, Massachusetts, during a time of 
unparalleled COVID transmissibility. No less, the meeting room ADM deliberately 
selected is inadequately ventilated and grossly undersized. According to the host 
location, the room's maximum capacity is just thirty persons. With proper social 
distancing, the number of occupants could be substantially less. On the other hand, the 
meeting invitation was sent to individuals and organizations, amounting to hundreds of 
people. 
 
Carver's reported positive COVID infection rates are already 40% higher than the 
statewide average. In fact, Carver presently has one of the highest COVID positive 
infection rates in the entire State and a worrisomely low vaccination rate – indeed one 
of the lowest in the entire State.  
 
Combine this with the fact that many of the other meeting attendees live or work in 
neighboring Wareham, where infection rates are also problematic and where 
vaccination rates are likewise below the state average. 
 
Add to this the disturbing level of accelerating breakthrough infections and the fact that 
reported infections in Carver, Wareham, and Plymouth likely represent a fraction of the 
actual cases due to the number of carriers without symptoms.  
 
The Tobey Hospital and Jordan Hospital (the most proximate medical centers) report 
that they are already swamped. To say nothing of the fact that experts – worldwide - 
advise practicing preventative measures, which the proposed Carver location is unable 
to provide.  
 



 

 

Subjecting participants to this potential super-spreader environment is also 
unconscionable because there is no arrangement for remote participation or local 
television broadcasting.  
 
Gathering people into an undersized room without proper ventilation and without the 
ability to meaningfully social distance is either negligence of the highest order (some 
might even say bad faith) – or recklessly indifferent to human health (some might say 
bad faith of an even higher variety). 
 
For the reasons noted, the compulsory quarterly meetings (emphasis added) must be 
appropriately noticed and scheduled with attention to common sense and human 
decency (facilities included). Delaying these same meetings until the current surge in 
COVID infections recedes meaningfully should also be encouraged. In any case, the 
meetings should be scheduled such that at least two weeks prior notice is provided thru 
the Environmental Monitor. 1  

 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Barry C. Cosgrove 
 
 
 
 
1    The Notice has not been published in the Environmental Monitor, and it cannot be 
so published until January 21, 2022 - thus providing insufficient notice to many 
potential attendees. 
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Industrial Tower and Wireless, LLC, December 2021



Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. 
158 Center Hill Road 
Plymouth MA 02360 

www.savethepinebarrnes.org  
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com 

 
December 07, 2021 

 
Stephen G. Gray, Esq. 
Chair 
Zoning Board of Appeals 
Town of Carver 
108 Main St. 
Carver, MA 02330 
 
Re: Case 131-4-3, Industrial Tower and Wireless, LLC, 
 
Request for special permit for Map 131, lot 4-3, land owned by AD Makepeace, Co. 
0 Federal Road, Carver MA 

 
Dear Chairman Gray and members of the Board:  

Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. (“STPB”) submits these comments on the special permit 

application of  Industrial Tower and Wireless, LLC’s (“the Applicant”) to put an industrial cell 

tower (“the Project”) on land owned by AD Makepeace within the Tihonet Mixed Use 

Development zone (“TMUD”).   

The TMUD is approximately 6,500 acres of land in Plymouth, Carver and Wareham 

where development is controlled by the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA),  

M.G.L. c.30, §§61- 62I  and the regulations 301 CMR 11.00 et seq. A map of the TMUD area is 

below. These controls were put in place under a special deal AD Makepeace made with the 

public and with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 2007 and continues in effect today. This 

deal was negotiated by non-profit environmental groups including members of  STPB. The deal 

set up the MEPA Special Review Procedure guaranteeing public meetings, MEPA review, and 



public input on all development in the TMUD area. This applies to the cell tower Project. These 

are legally binding commitments contained in MEPA Certificate # EEA 13940, dated 1/29/2007 

issued by the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs (“EEA”).  The State MEPA Office 

is mandated to ensure environmental review and public participation in the siting of the Project. 

Makepeace is required to comply with the Special Review Procedure for all development in the 

TMUD including the Project.  



 

Exhibit 1: Area of land covered by MEPA TMUD Certificates from EEA. 

  

 



To educate yourself about this you can examine the MEPA Certificates and environmental 

impact reports and the deal itself which are supposed to be stored in a public repository in the 

Carver Town Hall. You can also contact the MEPA staff person in charge: 

Alex Strysky MEPA alexander.strysky@state.ma.us 
MEPA Office 
100 Cambridge Street 
Boston, MA 02114 
Cell: (857) 408-6957 (preferred) 
Office: (617) 626-1025 

 

The ZBA must consider the applicable, legally binding requirements of the MEPA deal 

before permitting this Project. The ZBA is hereby notified that construction of this Project will 

violate the MEPA deal. 

It appears from the permit application that AD Makepeace and the Applicant hid the 

MEPA deal from the ZBA. ADM must: 

● Mitigate “Damage to the Environment” under MEPA  by putting land into 

conservation, which Makepeace has not done to the level required by state 

permits; and 

● Minimize “Damage to the Environment” under MEPA which Makepeace has not 

done. 

 

Why didn’t the Applicant disclose the TMUD requirements to the ZBA? 

Instead of fully informing the ZBA about the MEPA deal, AD Makepeace and its CEO 

Jim Kane appear to have hidden material facts from a regulatory body.  Industrial Tower and 

Wireless participated in this when it agreed to accept the “Authorization to Represent Property 

Owner” form signed by Mr. Kane on September 13, 2021. Mr. Kane did not disclose the MEPA 



requirements when he wrote his October 26, 2021 letter to the Carver ZBA stating Makepeace’s 

“show of support for Industrial Tower and Wireless’ petition for a Special Permit to construct a 

cell phone tower on an unused portion of our land.” 

Makepeace’s deal with MEPA and the public was to ensure that the TMUD development 

would be a leading model of “smart growth”, residential, commercial and light industrial, 

characterized by open space and things like bike paths. Instead of keeping this promise, 

Makepeace has engaged in material misrepresentations to local and state regulators turning the 

TMUD, including the once globally rare Pine Barrens forest around the cell tower site,  into a 

wasteland of industrial strip mines, deforestation and industrial energy projects.  The Project 

abuts land where Makepeace is operating Read Custom Soils, initially represented to state and 

local officials as a “temporary” soil blending facility for “processing” earth removed from the 

TMUD area to build cranberry bogs. This is now a major industrial sand mining operation. 

Maybe the  ZBA already knew about the MEPA deal, but chose to ignore it. Curiously, at 

the October 26, 2021 public hearing on the Project, when Ms. Sheehan of STPB asked “who 

owns the land” the ZBA Chair, Mr. Gray, feigned ignorance, as did the rest of the ZBA, 

pretending not to know that Makepeace was the landowner. See Video recording of ZBA 

hearing, Oct. 26, 2021. Mr. Kane was at the ZBA on Oct. 26, 2021 for the public hearing on 

STPB request for enforcement then promptly left before Makepeace’s cell tower project public 

hearing started. Was this an attempt to hide the fact that Makepeace was doing yet another 

industrial project in the TMUD area and evade accountability? 

As the ZBA is well aware, serious allegations regarding ADM’s unlawful and 

unregulated strip mining operations in the TMUD area abutting the Project site on all sides are 

the subject of numerous legal proceedings. These legal proceedings include an appeal of the 



ZBA’s denial of STPB’s request for enforcement of the Zoning Bylaw abutting the land where 

the Applicant intends to locate this latest industrial use within the “green” “smart growth” 

TMUD area. These actions  include requests for a Notice of Project Change under MEPA, 301 

CMR 11.01(6)(a). The NPC documents Makepeace’s knowing and/or inadvertent concealment 

of material facts and submitting of incomplete and misleading information to the state MEPA as 

recently as March, 2021. This has caused and continues to cause Damage to the Environment 

that has not been mitigated.   

Is the ZBA going to look the other way at the long history of Makepeace’s broken 

promises and misrepresentations and pretend that the cell tower site is somehow isolated 

from the surrounding unlawful strip mining — even though it is abutting the strip mine 

area where those activities are located? 

Is the ZBA aware that one of Makepeace’s broken promises and violations of the 

MEPA Certificate is the failure to give the Town of Carver a transfer of development 

rights (TDR) for the very location where this project is proposed? That is, at 0 Federal 

Road.  Yes, indeed - in exchange for state permits to destroy Native American cultural sites 

and endangered species habitat so that it could build a cranberry project at 0 Federal Road 

at the intersection of Federal Road and Cranberry Road, ADM was supposed to give the 

Town TDR rights. Where are they? Where is the cranberry bog? Makepeace reneged on 

both. Is the ZBA going to look the other way on this too?   

If the ZBA isn’t responsible for the proper development of land in Carver, who is? 

The Project violates the Bylaw 

● The Project violates the purposes of the Bylaw which include to preserve the 

cultural, historical and agricultural heritage of the community. Article 1. Purpose. 



● The Project does not meet the Special Permit requirements of Zoning Bylaw 

4660: 

● 4664: it will have a negative impact on neighborhood character including 

aesthetics, which the MEPA Certificate requires to be studied.  

● .4665: the Project will have negative impacts on the natural environment, 

including visual impacts aesthetics by adding yet another industrial use in an area 

designated by the TMUD for smarth growth and conservation, and will have 

visual impacts far beyond the TMUD area. 

● 4677: the Project does not minimize adverse visual effects on the environment.  

● The Project requires site plan review under Section 3110 of the Bylaw. 

● The Agendas for October 26, 2021 and December 7, 2021 violate the Open 

Meeting Law by failing to identify the landowner of the project site, AD 

Makepeace, intentionally attempting to shield this industrial use and AD 

Makepeace from public scrutiny. 

Cumulative damage to the environment, including historic resources 

Whatever claims Makepeace and the Applicant are making to the ZBA about lack of 

impacts to historic resources and ecosystems is incomplete if it fails to provide accurate 

information about Makepeace’s destruction of all of environmental and historic and 

archeological resources that have occurred in the TMUD area. These impacts cannot be 

segmented by lot lines; the entire area along the Wankinko River and Federal Road was 

identified under MEPA in 2010 as having cultural and ecological significance. The Project is 

located near and within what the MEPA Special Review Procedure identifies as “Phase C1, 

Wankinco Bog” and “Phase 2” the 6.5 million cubic yard earth removal and claimed agricultural 



project across the River from Read Custom Soils. As the ZBA well knows from the STPB 

enforcement action, Makepeace has yet to complete the agricultural project at 0 Federal Road, 

showing clearly that this was just a ruse for strip mining.  The Phase 1 area on Federal Road 

north of the proposed Project site was identified as eligible for the National Registry of Historic 

Places. Has Industrial Towers or Makepeace documented the study that was supposed to be done 

to ensure that this site of potential national significance was not destroyed were the potential 

cultural artifacts “blended” into “custom soil products” and sold for commercial purposes by 

Makeapece’s subsidiary, Read Custom Soils?   

The Project is sandwiched among three TMUD sites - Phase 1, the 27 acre bog that was 

never build even thought the land was strip mined, Phase C2, the Plymouth strip mine site, and 

Phase C 6, the 50 acre strip mine and solar project and the expanded strip mine at 59 Federal 

Road. All three of these areas contained globally rare Pine Barrens ecosystems – 220 plants and 

animals protected under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act. They contained Indigenous 

artifacts and historical objects, and are part of a large, culturally and historically sensitive area, 

according to the Massachusetts Historical Commission.  

Since at least 2010, Makepeace has shown a repeated disregard for the historical and 

cultural damage that its strip mining and industrial development has caused and continues to 

cause.  The Industrial Tower and Wireless project is more of the same. An intensive 

Archaeological Survey that shows what Makepeace has destroyed with its stripmining 

throughout the TMUD area, cumulatively since 2010, before Massachusetts Historical 

Commission or MEPA can complete a legitimate review of this project.  

 

 



Segmentation 

 This Project represents an improper segmentation of A.D. Makepeace’s development 

within the TMUD region, as it is not being subjected to the same environmental review as the 

rest of the project and evades MEPA review. A.D. Makepeace was required to undergo MEPA 

review for its TMUD projects, including the Reed Custom Soils Facility immediately adjoining 

this site, and was required to account for the environmental destruction caused by their projects. 

This Project  will cause additional destruction that Makepeace has failed to disclose to  MEPA. 

This represents an improper segmentation. 

STPB is a non-profit volunteer-led coalition of groups and individuals that works to 

educate and serve the public interest The mission is to protect, restore, and steward the lands and 

waters of Southeastern Massachusetts including the lands protected by the TMUD Certificate. Its 

interests, mission and members will be harmed by the failure to minimize and mitigate the 

damage to the environment from this Project. 

 

Sincerely, 

Margaret E. Sheehan, Esq. 

Margaret E. Sheehan 
Attorney 
Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. 
158 Center Hill Road 
Plymouth MA 02360 
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com 
tel. 508-259-9154 
 
 
cc: 
Herring Pond Wampanoag Tribe, Melissa Ferretti, President and Chairlady 
Rishi Reddi, EEA, EEA, Environmental Justice Program 



Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs, Katherine Theoharides and Alex Strysky, 
MEPA Unit, Boston MA 
Massachusetts Historical Commission, Brona Simon, Director 
Holly Herbster, Public Archeological Lab to hherbster@palinc.com   
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 1 

Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. 
158 Center Hill Road 
Plymouth MA 02360 

www.savethepinebarrens.org 
 
 
October 29, 2021 
 
BY EMAIL TO: 
MEPA Office 
EEA No. 13940 
100 Cambridge Street-9th Floor 
Boston, MA 02114 
 
 
RE: EEA 13940 ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development (TMUD) EEA ADM Development Services, LLC 
 
Dear Secretary Theoharides, 
 
 This is a demand that the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) office 
immediately direct ADM Development Services, LLC (ADM), the project proponent for the 
above-referenced Project, to notice and hold a quarterly public update meeting as mandated by 
the MEPA Certificate dated January 29, 2007 (January 29, 2007, Certificate of the Secretary of 
Environmental Affairs Establishing a Special Review Procedure) (the Certificate). 
 

The Certificate established a Special Review Procedure (SRP) under 301 CMR 11.09. 
Condition 7 of the Certificate states, 
 

“In addition, the proponent shall be required to hold quarterly public update meetings, 
which meetings shall be open to the public, held in a publicly accessible location in one of the 
three host towns, and notice of which shall be provided in each of the three communities at least 
seven (7) days prior to the meeting. The proponent shall also establish and maintain a publicly 
accessible website to advertise such meetings, to make documents available for public review, 
and to provide Project updates as appropriate.” (Emphasis supplied) 
 

ADM has not held a quarterly public update meeting since March 22, 2021. It never held 
the legally mandated quarterly meetings for June 2021 or September 2021. This is blatant 
violation of the Certificate, Section 7 and of MEPA, G.L. c. 30, Section 62A which authorizes 
the establishment of a SPR and of the MEPA SPR regulation, 301 CMR 11.09.  
 

We note for the record that in 2007 when it established the SPR, the Secretary declined to 
require a Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) under the SPR provisions of the MEPA 
Regulations, stating, “The proponent has committed to a transparent collaborative process, and 
based on comment letters received, has a long history of working collaboratively with host 
communities.”  
 

The Secretary established the SPR at the request of ADM. According to the Certificate, 
the basis for the request was that ADM stated its intent to “replicate the traditional New England 
village development pattern in a manner consistent with the project area. The proposed project 



 2 

will include residential, commercial, industrial and recreational components, and will be guided 
by the principles of smart growth, low-impact design, and pedestrian-scaled development.” 
Certificate page 1. In the fourteen years since the Certificate, ADM pivoted from the original 
purpose of the SPR and the TMUD plan to implement a strategic business plan for strip mining, 
industrial energy development and commercial sand and gravel production, trucking and sales. 
ADM has failed to meet its commitment to a “transparent collaborative process” referred to by 
Secretary Bowles when he declined to establish a CAD under the SPR regulations.  
 

At the last SPR Quarterly Meeting on March 22, 2021, the public asked ADM’s CEO and 
President, Jim Kane, and its consultants, Beals+Thomas, a number of material, significant, and 
important questions about the three proposed solar projects in Wareham and ADM’s ongoing 
and proposed earth removal operations throughout the three towns that make up the TMUD area 
(Plymouth, Carver and Wareham). ADM and its consultant, Beals+Thomas did not answer many 
of the public’s questions about these issues. In the public meeting on March 22, 2021, which is 
recorded and available on YouTube, Mr. Kane offered to meet with members of the public to 
answer questions. Despite a written request from the public following up on Mr. Kane’s offer, 
some seven months later, the company has refused to answer questions and instead has continued 
to dodge and evade important questions about its Damage to the Environment.  This is an 
indication that ADM is not engaged in a “transparent and collaborative process” with the public 
and is actively undermining the purposes and intent of MEPA which include public 
accountability for Damage to the Environment. Beals+Thomas and MEPA are complicit in 
allowing this to occur. 
 

Save the Pine Barrens has notified MEPA of ADM’s lack of transparency by filing three 
Notices of Project Change, two of which were unjustifiably rejected. The third was filed on 
October 29, 2021 in the form a Request for an Advisory Opinion under 301 CMR 11.00. These 
NPC’s provide detailed documentation of the lack of transparency and collaboration that now 
characterizes the SRP under MEPA. 
 
 MEPA has no grounds for excusing ADM from the legal obligation under the Certificate 
to conduct the mandatory quarterly meetings.  We demand that a quarterly meeting be scheduled 
and held immediately.  
 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Margaret E. Sheehan 
 
Margaret E. Sheehan 
For Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. 
185 Center Hill Road 
Plymouth MA 02360 
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Comments from Massachusetts Historical Commission on Borrego Solar
Array, 0 Jordan Road, AD Makepeace Property, Wareham, MA, October

2020
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Comments from Massachusetts Historical Commission identifying lithic

debris on AD Makepeace Federal Road West Project, Carver, MA,
October 2019
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Comments of STPB and others on EENF for TMUD Phases 10-12, May

2021



Community Land & Water Coalition
Save the Pine Barrens, Inc.

158 Center Hill Preserve
Plymouth MA 02360

www.savethepinebarrens.org
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com

May 24, 2021

Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Attn: MEPA Office
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Via email to MEPA@mass.gov

Re: Expanded Environmental Notification Form, March 15, 2021 and May 11, 2021 Supplement
ADM TMUD Wareham Solar Projects
EEA No. 13940-ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development
Wareham, Plymouth, Carver, Massachusetts

Dear Secretary Theoharides,

Community Land & Water Coalition (“the Coalition”) submits the following comments on
the Expanded Environmental Notification Form (“EENF”) EEA # 13940 to the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy (“MEPA”) Unit.

The Coalition is a project of Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. (STPB) a Massachusetts non-profit
corporation. The Coalition is a network of groups and individuals seeking to protect, steward
and restore lands and waters in Southeastern Massachusetts. STPB members live, work, and
recreate in Southeastern Massachusetts in, on and/or near the Environment [definition from
MEPA] that will be impacted by the activities described in the EENF and the prior activities
reviewed by MEPA for the ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development (TMUD). CLWC and its
members have a direct and concrete interest in avoiding and mitigating actual or probable
Damage to the Environment as defined by MEPA regulation 301 CMR 11.02.  This Damage to the
Environment has been and is being caused by AD Makepeace Company (“ADM”) and its
subsidiary Read Custom Soils and by Borrego Solar Systems, Inc. (“Borrego” or the “Proponent”)
in connection with the Project and related projects referred to in the EENF.

The EENF requests environment review for the Projects described in the EENF as “tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth Projects being undertaken by ADM as part of Phase C of the TMUD. The
Proponent alleges the Projects will continue to advance the Commonwealth’s commendable
goals to foster renewable energy and achieve Net Zero emissions by 2050.” (emphasis supplied)
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In fact, these claims and others like it in the EENF constitute material misrepresentations and
fail to accurately disclose the full scope and scale of the Damage to the Environment of projects
“being undertaken by ADM as part of Phase C of the TMUD.”

Over the past 10 years, ADM and Borrego have undertaken a strategy driven by
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (“DOER”) subsidy projects for so-called
renewable energy. ADM has undertaken earth removal activities to install solar projects without
permits in the Towns of Wareham and Carver.  Simultaneous, ADM is conducting other
uncontrolled earth removal projects that are causing Damage to the Environment.

The Secretary, MEPA, and state agencies have failed to exercise due diligence under MEPA
and other environmental laws to ensure that “all practicable means and measures to minimize
damage to the environment.”  G.L. c. 30, § 61.  Local boards in Wareham, Plymouth, and Carver
have failed to properly exercise their regulatory authority over earth removal, wetlands and
waterways and have failed and continue to fail to prevent air pollution, excessive traffic and
noise created by these projects.

The ADM/Borrego earth removal and solar projects have deforested hundreds of, if not over
a thousand, acres of globally rare Pine Barrens, removed tens of millions of cubic yards of earth
that filters and purifies the Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer, emitted untold and uncounted
volumes of greenhouse gases through the operation of diesel powered industrial machinery to
clear-cut, strip off topsoil, process and remove earth, and export it out of the TMUD area for
industrial and commercial sale. The 10th, 11th and 12th ADM-Borrego land based solar projects
will result in a total of almost 500 acres of deforestation – replacing a globally rare ecosystem
with industrial energy generating utilities. Hundreds more acres have been illegally strip mined
with sand and gravel worth at least $250 million removed from the TMUD area. There has been
no cumulative impact study of these projects and the additional land based solar projects
causing deforestation in Carver, Wareham and Plymouth.

Finally, the solar projects and industrial earth removal are all located on unceded
Wampanoag territory and have been and are being conducted in blatant disregard of the
Commonwealth’s Environmental Justice Policy and basic principles of human rights.

ACTION REQUESTED BY MEPA

For the reasons set forth below, CLWC requests that the Secretary:

(1) Refer this matter to the Attorney General’s Office for investigations of failures to
comply with MEPA Certificates, misrepresentations about the type, scope, and scale
of the projects and a preliminary and permanent injunction for all ADM ongoing
strip-mining activities in Massachusetts;

(2) Grant the request for a Notice of Project Change (NPC) under M.G.L. c. 30, § 61, 301
CMR 11.10 filed separately;
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(3) Revoke the Special Review Procedure (SPR) established by the Secretary in 20071;
(4) Reject the EENF and require a new ENF and full Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

under 301 CMR 11.07
(5) Require ADM to file an after-the fact ENF and EIR for strip mining activities at all

locations in Carver, Wareham and any other locations in MA including specifically at:

(i) Phase C 6-Golden Field Pond Solar site and adjacent strip mine site on Carver
Assessor’s Map 131, Lot 1-2C, and Lot 1-4,

(ii) Phase C 1-Wankinko Bog/Read Custom Soils site, Map Lot 2-4,
(iii) Phase C 2-Plymouth Read Soils/Bog expansion site (approved without an EIR in

2012) involving over 6.5 million cubic yards of earth removal on over 100 acres.
(These sites meet the mandatory EIR threshold of 11.03(1)(a) for Land Alteration
over 50 acres, for a discretionary EIR under 11.03(2) for alteration of designated
significant habitat, for a mandatory EIR under 11.03(6) and under 11.03(10) for
potential destruction of archeological sites or assets of the Commonwealth and
for impacts to waterways and wetland.), and

(6) Require ADM to finance an independent forensic accounting of the volume of all
earth, soils, and topsoil removed, the amount of ADM revenues obtained for the
commercial sale of these volumes, taxes and fees paid for the volumes removed, and
all resulting shortfalls, and assess penalties and fines for any shortfalls in taxes and
fees owed to local and state governments.

COMMENTS ON EENF

I. THE MEPA PROCESS HAS BEEN UNDERMINED AND MEANINGFUL PUBLIC COMMENT
OPPORTUNITIES DENIED

In part, MEPA is intended to “provide meaningful opportunities for public review of the
potential environmental impacts of Projects….” 301 CMR 11.01(1). The public is being denied
this opportunity in two ways. First, there have been concerted efforts either by or on behalf of
ADM and the Proponent to intimidate members of the public who are attempting to participate
in the MEPA process, creating an atmosphere of suspicion, fear and retaliation.  These activities
have been reported to ADM, local police departments, the Attorney General’s Office and MEPA.

Second, the Proponent, ADM and MEPA have failed to make relevant and material
documents publicly available for review.  Without these documents, including the ADM baseline
environmental study for the TMUD, the public cannot meaningfully participate.  The Coalition
and members of the public participated in the MEPA site visit and informational session, made
phone calls, public records requests, and sent emails in an effort to get this information.  It has
not been produced.  At the March 2021 MEPA information meeting, ADM CEO Kane promised

1 MEPA has failed to make the 2007 SPR document publicly available, negating the legitimacy of the MEPA process
for the EENF.
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to account for all volumes of earth removed from Wareham.  A letter was sent asking for the
meeting to follow up on this but has been ignored. Exhibit 1.

Further, the burden should not be on the Coalition to file repeated Public Records Requests
in order to get MEPA to disclose environmental impact reports and documentation that is the
subject of and directly related to the EENF.  Without the foundational documents for the SRP
public is denied the right to have a meaningful opportunity for public review of the Damage to
the Environment.

II. THE EENF IS INADEQUATE

A. Inaccurate and inconsistent identification of the “Project Proponent”

The “Project Proponent” is identified as Borrego but then the EENF described Phases 10-12
as the “tenth, eleventh and twelfth Projects being undertaken by ADM.” There are conflicting
statements and obligations under MEPA. Without identifying which entity is responsible, there
is no way to hold the Proponent and ADM accountable for complying with MEPA.

For example, the EENF and prior Certificates refer to “mitigation” that consists of land that
Makepeace has or will allegedly put into conservation. Borrego, the Proponent of the EENF
cannot make commitments on behalf of ADM. As a result, the mitigation statements in all the
Certificates and EENFs are meaningless because they cannot be (and clearly have not been)
enforced or carried out by either Borrego or ADM. The EENF itself says the 3 proposed solar
projects are being “undertaken by ADM.”  Why then didn’t ADM sign the MEPA certificate as
“Project Proponent”?

MEPA must reject the EENF and require ADM and Borrego to clarify the identity of the
Project Proponent.

B. Failure to accurately describe the Projects (Phases C10-12)

The EENF fails to accurately describe the nature and extent of the Projects – a fatal defect
that pervades not only this but all the Phase C projects including the “bog development”
projects of C1 and C2 that have now morphed into allegedly the largest aggregate mining
operation east of the Mississippi.

The EENF and May 11, 2021 Supplemental Information (Supplement) claim that further
MEPA review is unnecessary because Phase C 10 and 11 (27 Charge Pond Road and 140 Tihonet
Road) are exempt from MEPA other than under the SPR. This is inaccurate because there is state
agency action in the form of “Financial Assistance” and “Permits” within the meaning of MEPA
as explained in the NPC filed contemporaneously with these comments.

The Supplement further claims that no EIR is needed for 150 Tihonet Road Phase C12
because EIR thresholds are not met.  This is only because the Project Proponent has chosen to
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shave off eight-tenths of an acre to size the project under the 50-acre mandatory EIR threshold.
In every way, these projects are segmented to avoid and evade environmental review in
violation of 301 CMR 11.01(c) and DOER regulations at 225 CMR 22.00 and DOER SMART Solar
Guidelines. As described below, the Projects are illegally segmented.  The two projects at 140
and 150 Tihonet Road are contiguous and almost abutting the 160 Tihonet Road Phase C 5 solar
site. ADM has subdivided or is attempting to subdivide the sites in order to segment the
projects.

In numerous EENFs for Phase C TMUD Projects, ADM and the Proponent failed to fully and
accurately disclose the Damage to the Environment including earth removal activities. Some
examples follow.

● The Proponent misrepresents the total site acreage. EENF, Summary of Project Size
and Environmental Impacts. It states the total site acreage for Phases C 10, C 11 and
C 12 is 42.1, 66.2 and 49.2 acres for a total of about 158 acres. By contrast, the total
area ADM states will be converted from agricultural/horticultural use under Chapter
61A and leased to Borrego is 52.6 acres, 83 acres and 75.2 acres for a total of 210.8
acres.  See, ADM notices of lease, 2019 to Borrego for the Phase C 10-12 sites.

● The EENF, as in prior submittals, states, the “Landowner has long engaged in a
proactive and positive relationship and coordination with NHESP” and has
“earmarked land” for conservation, Supplement Page 4.   There are no specific facts
in the EENF or any prior MEPA submittals to show the exact amount of land and
where it is. At the same time, Borrego has made representations to local officials
that for every acre of land destroyed for solar, ADM puts 2 acres into conservation:

See, Planning Board Meeting Minutes, Town of Carver, Jan. 22, 2019 on the Phase C8
Hammond Street Project:

“Ms. Boggart (Planning Board member): This is a really big chunk of land (40 acres). Is there
a conservation piece? Mr. Farkus [Borrego Solar] AD Makepeace has continued to put land
into conservation. For every 1 acre, they designate 2 acres for conservation.” Exhibit 2.

If Borrego’s statement is accurate, where is this acreage? Why does the Supplement say that
only 436.84 acres have been put into conservation since the start of the TMUD SPR in 2007?
Page 4, Supplement.  Beals+Thomas and ADM have perpetuated this scheme by obfuscating the
actual acreage put into conservation throughout the Phase C ENFs.

Comments on EENF Cover Letter and Form

● EENF Cover Letter, p. 4 states that “ground-mounted solar is a less intensive land use
than the large-scale residential developments previously reviewed by MEPA in the
TMUD.” Jim Kane CEO explained to the Wareham Planning Board that after the solar
leases expire in 20 years and the “junk” is removed the company plans to use the
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cleared solar sites for residential development.  Thus large-scale residential
developments continue to be part of the TMUD plan as stated by the landlord.

● EENF Form, pp. 3- 4 This is an example of unlawful segmentation because it fails to
give total site acreage in describing project size and environmental impacts. The total
site acreage exceeds 50 acres requiring a mandatory EIR for the entire project. The
EENF fails to give the gross square footage or height of structures.  It misrepresents
vehicle trips per day, stating there will be 50 “vehicle trips” and they will be
“temporary trips associated with site preparation and construction of each solar
project.”  This does not accurately describe the approximately 2 million cubic yard
earth removal operation associated with Phase C 11 (140 Tihonet Road). The EENF
fails to give adequate detail about tree removal activities and excavation and does
not account for heavy equipment and truck trips for earth removal at 140 Tihonet
Road.

● EENF Form Page 5: Alternative Site Uses.  This is not an alternatives analysis. MEPA
Section 62B requires “reasonable alternatives to the proposed project and their
environmental consequences.” The proposed project is generating electricity.  The
EENF should describe the alternative methods of generating electricity, including
placing solar on rooftops, parking lots and already developed land, as opposed to
destroying globally rare Pine Barrens habitat, listed species and Wampanoag cultural
sites.

● EENF Form Page 5: Mitigation measures: This is not an adequate description of
mitigation. This says “the Proponent” – identified elsewhere as Borrego, signed as
such under oath --  is “coordinating with NHESP and will undertake appropriate
mitigation in the form of conservation lands and habitat funding.”  Where is
documentation that Borrego is “coordinating with NHESP”? Or is ADM doing this?
Where is proof of the mitigation for the prior TMUD projects? How much habitat
funding will be provided? Why haven’t MEPA or MassWildlife actually required an
escrow account before construction for these habitat funds?

● EENF Form Page 6: This purports to describe actions to “minimize and prevent
damage to the environment” as required by Section 61, stating that these actions
are “minimizing land disturbance, installing stormwater and maintenance of
significant wooded buffers.” This is not mitigation. These are regulatory
requirements Borrego and Makepeace have to undertake in order to get permits
such as wetlands Orders of Conditions and EPA Clean Water Act requirements. MEPA
cannot accept this as action to “minimize and prevent damage to the Environment.”
Instead, mitigation under MEPA consists of “developing enforceable mitigation
commitments, which will become conditions for the project if and when they are
permitted.” https://www.mass.gov/service-details/purpose-and-intent-of-mepa
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Borrego claims that “mitigation” for purposes of MEPA consists of “renewable
energy benefits” and “the estimated economic benefit that results from the tree
clearing for the Projects” for the town to use in undertaking its “preferred mitigation
project(s)”.  It is not credible or acceptable “mitigation.” Land-based industrial solar
energy generating facilities that destroy globally rare forests, strip mine, emit fossil
fuels is not credible, legitimate “renewable energy”. ADM CEO Jim Kane himself
refers to this energy generating installation as a “fad” and “junk” that will be hauled
away in 20 years. Then, his company will install residential subdivisions. See video of
Jim Kane CEO As far as the token payment to the Town of the proceeds from
clear-cutting, this is not legitimate “mitigation.” The Town is free to spend this
money on anything. There is no documentation of what these mitigation projects
are, the cost or the environmental benefits.

For the Phase C 10, 27 Charge Pond Road, the EENF claims mitigation is “restoring an
area of historic fill/debris/dumping.” This is an illegal dump on ADM’s own property.
Borrego seeks MEPA’s green light for “mitigation credit for cleaning up Makepeace’s
own negligence in preventing dumping and cleaning up its own mess. It would be
shameful for MEPA to give this gimmick any weight at all.

For 150 Tihonet Road, a 50-acre clear-cut, the claimed mitigation is land
conservation by Makepeace.  Makepeace is not the project Proponent and there are
no specific conditions or any information about how Borrego will actually implement
an “enforceable mitigation commitment” since it is actually another entity that is
supposed to do the mitigation.  Page 7, ENF.

● EENF Form, p. 7. Historical and Archeological Resources: the EENF claims there are no
historic or archeological resources when the archeological report shows resources on
140  Tihonet. The approach taken with regard to Indigenous rights under the EENF
violates the Commonwealth’s Environmental Justice Policy and the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP).

● Water Resources: The three solar projects, stripping vegetation off of almost 160 acres
on the shores of the Wankinko River/Tihonet Pond and Parker Mills Pond will be adding
pollution to already impaired waterbodies. See, Comments of CLWC to Town of
Wareham, Exhibits 3,  4 and 5.

The issue of the cumulative impacts on Water Resources is not addressed in the EENF,
Section 4.0 (see below). With regard to water impacts, the MEPA Certificate 12/28/12
for Phase C2 states MassDEP directed ADM to file a Request for Determination of
Applicability (RDA) pursuant to the Waterways Regulations (CMR 9.06) It states that if
the Wankinko River and Frogfoot Brook are jurisdictional waterways, proposed water
control structures may require a Chapter 91 license, and other C-2 activities may require
authorization under c. 91 and a 401 Water Quality Certification. Footnote 1, p. 4 of
Certificate.  There is no public record that the RDA was filed or that Chapter 91 was
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followed.  MEPA is hereby asked to provide documentation of compliance with these
laws and can consider this a Public Records Request.

There is also no record that ADM responded to or followed up on the comment in the
12/28/2012 Certificate for Phase 2-C that ADM may in the future be required to
“provide a nitrogen loading analysis for the Wareham River and identify offsets for
proposed projects.”  MassDEP raised questions about the offsets of other pollutant
loads. Certificate, p. 11-12. This issue must be addressed and current information on the
status provided.

● EENF Land Section, p. 10, Part II(B) and (C):  Borrego states that no part of the project
site has been in active agricultural use in the last five years and no part is in active
forestry use.  This is inconsistent with the G.L. Chapter 61A Notices of Intent-Conversion
of Use sent to the Wareham Board of Selectman and signed by Jim Kane, AD Makepeace
Company on March 16, 2021 stating that 140 and 150 TIhonet Road and 27 Charge Pond
Road are classified under Chapter 61A as “agricultural and horticultural.” If the land was
not in agricultural use as claimed by Mr. Kane, Makepeace seems to be admitting that it
unlawfully benefitted from reduced taxes under the Chapter 61A program.

● EENF Form, Page 11, Consistency.  The projects violate the Wareham Master Plan for
economic development, adequacy of infrastructure and open space.  Strip mines,
deforestation and land based solar is not the “traditional economic development in a
well-planned area” required by the Master Plan. They are blight and will devalue real
estate. See, e.g.
https://clarknow.clarku.edu/2021/04/21/geography-research-documents-solar-farms-ne
gative-effects-on-landscape/; University of Rhode Island: Here Comes the Sun:
Incorporating Resident Preferences into Solar Siting Policy Recommendations for Rhode
Island.

There is no infrastructure benefit from the Projects as claimed.  The community will not
receive an “environmental benefit through the generation of renewable energy as
claimed.” Instead, real estate values will be harmed and climate resiliency of forests will
be lost.

Claiming that the Projects are consistent with the Town’s Master Plan open space goal is
ludicrous. Page 11, III(B)(3).  Borrego claims that the solar projects will “avoid impacts to
adjacent agricultural uses where they occur.”  The only “agricultural uses” are ADM bogs
located some distance away.  ADM notably installed the Phase C5 solar project almost
directly adjacent to its bogs and other bog growers are putting solar panels on their
bogs. This claim of avoiding impacts to “adjacent agricultural uses” is not credible.

The Projects do not comply with the Town’s Bylaw for site planning review. The site plan
review is being challenged in a lawsuit filed in April 2021.
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The Projects are also inconsistent with the SRPEDD Southeastern Massachusetts Vision
2020 (1990) regional policy as it represents exactly the type of blight and ruination of
globally rare forests and pollution of water that Vision 2020 raised the alarm about 21
years ago.

● EENF Form, Rare Species, p. 13.  This information is incomplete as no biological survey
was done to locate and identify any rare species so Borrego cannot claim that none exist.
The correct answer to the questions on page 13, Rare Species Section (1) is “unknown.”
There are clearly likely to be species present as the site is in the heart of the highest
concentration of biodiversity in the state.

In 2021, Bald Eagles, Haliaeetus leucocephalus were documented nesting within 1,000
feet of the 140 and 150 Tihonet Road project sites, Phase C11 and C12, on Tihonet Pond.
This is new information not contained in the EENF and warranting a NPC. The Bald Eagle
requires a great amount of shoreline habitat containing stands of forest for nesting and
trees projecting above the forest canopy for perching with an unimpeded view. The
waterbody they choose typically has a good supply of moderate to large sized fish, which
is true of Tihonet Pond. https://www.mass.gov/service-details/learn-about-bald-eagles
This is a species of special concern listed under the Massachusetts Endangered Species
Act (MESA). The female laid several eggs in April 2021. During the MEPA site visit on
April 22, 2021 at 140 and 150 Tihonet Pond sites, the Bald Eagle was observed on the
east side of Tihonet Pond on or near the potential solar sites.  Given the destruction of
nearby wildlife habitat such as near Frogfoot Reservoir for the Phase C5 and Golden
Pond Phase C 6 Borrego solar and earth removal sites, an investigation into whether this
eagle siting is related to loss of habitat in the TMUD area.

Photo: March 24, 2021, Nesting Bald Eagle, Tihonet Pond, Wareham MA. Photo credit: Standing
Bear Media Network
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Figure: Location of Bald Eagle on Tihonet Pond, March to present 2021.

Borrego states there will be a take of a listed species, See, II(B), page 13. It claims that
“land proximate to previously designated conservation areas…will be permanently
preserved as mitigation for impacts to habitats. Habitat funding will also be provided.”
Borrego cannot bind Makepeace to this, there is no specific information about the
amount of land to be conserved as direct mitigation for the loss of habitat from the
three proposed solar sites, where it is, whether taxpayers will fund it or whether
Makepeace will donate it. Why has MassWildlife never required an escrow account
prior to ADM and Borrego starting construction?

● EENF Form, Wetlands and Waterways, p. 14. There are major flaws in the EENF, the
Proponent’s Wetlands Protection Act application and the Wareham Conservation
Commission Orders of Conditions for all three project sites.  The Order of Conditions for
140 Tihonet Road is the subject of a Superseding Order of Conditions, MassDEP File No.
SE76-2611 (May 12, 2021).
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Phases C 11 and 12 entail significant work in the Buffer Zone to clear trees, remove and
grade earth and construct an access road, barrier gate and portion of a stormwater
basin. The Proponent has failed to describe how tractor trailer trucks, excavators, logging
equipment, woodchippers, and bucket trucks will travel, in close proximity to a wetlands
Bank, to and from the Tihonet Road sites.
The EENF relies on 60-year old precipitation data that does not reflect climate change
and underestimates large storm events by almost 20%. This means the stormwater
infrastructure designed for the three solar sites may be undersized by 20%.
Use of the 60-year old, outdated data, although still permitted under the obsolete
MassDEP statute, is incomprehensible today, particularly given that the Proponent
constantly cites “climate change” in the EENF as justifying the proposed land based solar
installations on the 190 acres of land on the shore of water bodies.  Failure to use
accurate extreme precipitation data contradicts that claim.
MEPA. G.L. c. 30, § 61, was recently amended to require a Propopent to “consider
reasonably foreseeable climate change impacts.” The Proponent professes to be well
aware of the reasonably foreseeable climate change impacts which includes increased
large storm events that will mean more precipitation than the 1961 data predicts.
Given that about 160 acres of upland, pristine Pine Barrens forest and untouched soils
will be eliminated-scraped off until the ground is denuded of all vegetation, use of
accurate precipitation data is critical.  Replacement of 11,000 years of soils and
vegetation with solar panels, concrete pads, transformers, and a thin layer of grass seed
will cause an increase in post-development stormwater runoff.

● EENF Form, Page IV, Consistency, states that 27 Charge Pond Road is located “at the
landward extent of the coastal zone as mapped by MassGIS.” Wareham is vulnerable to
sea level rise and storm surges.  The solar panels will be vulnerable to this as well.

● EENF Form, Historic and Archeological, page 27. The EENF states that at 140 Tihonet a
survey recovered pre-contact cultural materials documenting a Native American
presence in the general area.  It concludes based on a Mass Historic Commission
assessment that “the Projects are not anticipated to impact any potentially significant
archeological resources and no further archeological investigations were
recommended.” Mass Historic does not have the legal or moral authority to make this
determination. This is unceded Wampanoag territory and the Indigenous community
should be making this decision, not Mass Historic.

● EENF Report, Section 2.0: Project Narrative. The EENF project narrative, like the EENF
Form, fails to accurately describe the size, scope and scale of the TMUD development
since 2012. It ignores the earth removal and deforestation associated with the TMUD
Phase C1-12 projects.
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Comments on EENF Report

● EENF Report, Section 2.1. This states that residential uses that were part of the original
TMUD plan are eliminated with Phases C10-12 and “commercial and industrial uses have
been reduced to a maximum of 1,070,000 sf.” First, this is inaccurate because ADM CEO
Kane has explained that after the solar “junk” is removed from the company’s solar sites,
the plan is for residential subdivisions.  Second, the square footage number fails to take
into account the square footage of the C3 to C12 solar projects. The square footage is
not now a “maximum of 1,070,000” as claimed but rather over 21,000,000 when about
500 acres of solar for all Phases through Phase 12 is taken into account. The
Cumulative Impact Assessment Table 4-1 is also misleading and inaccurate as it fails to
account for the 500 acres of solar in the square footage of structures.

The claim that “the proposed solar developments will result in fewer impacts to the
environment than the previously-approved residential developments” is completely
unsubstantiated and absurd.  The claims about greenhouse gas impacts in this section
are also unsubstantiated and have been since 2012 (See, Cumulative Impacts Section,
below)

Borrego claims that the landowner has “transferred” 480.84 acres to the
Commonwealth for conservation purposes.  Borrego should document where this land is
and whether or not taxpayers funded the purchase from Makepeace. The claim that an
additional 409 acres is “earmarked” is not credible and has been repeated time and
again in ENF filings for the TMUD by Borrego.  Where is the documentation that this ever
occurred? At a minimum, this application should be frozen until an accounting is
completed and the pledged conservation land transfers have been documented in the
registry of deeds.

● EENF Report, Section 2.2 MEPA Review Thresholds. As it has with Phases C5 and 6, for
Phase C 12 the Proponent shaved off a few tenths of an acre in order to evade the MEPA
mandatory EIR threshold for land alteration of 50 acres or more. The three phases
C10-12 are unlawfully segmented and should be considered as a whole for threshold
purposes, making the total at least 158 acres.  They are also unlawfully segmented
under DOER regulations, 225 CMR 20.05(5)(f). ADM is unlawfully subdividing parcels in
to site these solar projects, something prohibited by the DOER regulations and SMART
Solar Guidelines.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3 Existing and Proposed Conditions. This section fails to describe
the total number of trees removed, fails to adequately describe the proximity to
Wankinko River, fails to accurately describe truck trips associated with deforestation and
industrial scale logging and strip mining of about two million cubic yards requiring at
least 160 truck trips on the same dirt road that will be used for logging and construction
of both 140 and 150 simultaneously, fails to describe the route to be taken on to State
Highway 25, and fails to accurately describe the methods for  the removal of earth and
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grading up the site. It also fails to accurately describe the globally rare and unique pine
barrens ecosystem, fails to document that an ecological assessment was done and fails
to adequately describe the wetland resources.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.3 Rare Species and Wildlife Habitat This section states that site
design has been “undertaken to minimize the area of tree clearing while maximizing the
energy output from the facilities” and “significant wooded areas will remain on the
overall TMUD Parcel in the vicinity of the Sites subsequent to completion of these
projects.”   This is contrary to the facts. At least 160 acres of pristine, globally rare Pine
Barrens ecosystem will be completely denuded and all rare species and wildlife habitat
eliminated. At least 158 acres will be surrounded by chain link fence, preventing wildlife
migration including the use of existing animal trails and pathways.  Unknown quantities
and types of wildlife will be exterminated – there has been no biological survey all fauna
on and around the site.

Merely referring to NHESP “maps” does not constitute a complete or accurate
description of the damage to wildlife and its habitats. The EENF acknowledges that the
150 Tihonet site is “within acknowledged habitat for various pine barrens species and as
such permitting with NHESP is being undertaken.” There is no description of what these
species are. Over the last 10 years, for Phases C1-C9, discussions with MassWildlife and
NHESP occur behind closed doors, out of public view, depriving the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment.  In deals with ADM, MassWildlife has issued
dozens of “take” permits for TMUD projects, including projects such as Phase C-5 solar
involving strip mining of millions of cubic yards, allowing Borrego and Makepeace to
destroy dozens of rare species.

MEPA should not exempt the Projects from an EIR based on a promise by Borrego to
“undertake” permitting with NHESP.

The Proponent’s vernal pool description is inadequate. All three sites contain potential
vernal pools. It is not enough to simply say a “100 foot buffer” will be maintained.
Beals+Thomas’ own report states they have observed wood frog masses of sufficient
quantity in several of the pools to meet certification standards.  MEPA should assume
the vernal pools are certifiable and they should be regulated as Outstanding Resource
Waters.

Overflow from the multiple stormwater basins is as close as 50 feet from several of the
potential vernal pools. It is well established that stormwater discharge into vernal pool
habitat alters pH and potentially increases nitrogen and potassium balances in the pools.
The scientific community is in concurrence that the 100-foot vernal pool buffer is
inadequate to maintain the necessary upland areas used by obligate species found in
vernal pools.
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There is no public record that Beals+Thomas conducted a Water Budget analysis for the
potential vernal pools.  This is a critical tool for ensuring that vernal pool hyperperiods
will not be altered by the Projects.  Without this Water Budget the Beals+Thomas claims
in 2.3.3 are inadequate to address damage to wetlands, rare species and habitat.

EENF Report, Section 2.3.4. Topography, Geology and Soils. The statement that the
hydraulic installation of the pile basis will avoid “exposure of soils associated with
normal construction practices” lacks credibility. The entire 158 acres will be stripped and
denuded of all topsoil and vegetation. It is meaningless to compare this to normal
construction practices. Further, the detailed description of the soil types contradicts the
claim made by Borrego Solar project manager Zach Farkus and Mr. Kane during the April
22nd, 2021 MEPA site visit that Makepeace will decide on the volume of earth to be
removed based on soil sampling that is not yet done. The level of detail of soil types in
the EENF shows that this information is already known to Makepeace, making it obvious
that this solar site, like others, was chosen for the quality and quantity of earth that
could be removed under the guise of “site preparation” for “renewable energy.”

There will be extensive grading and topographic alteration on all 158 acres of the three
Project locations.  Excavation at 140 Tihonet Road, particularly, is far more extensive
than necessary for a mere solar array design.  Borrego Solar’s Zach Farkus admitted as
much during the MEPA site visit.  The MEPA EENF is grossly defective on the topic of
excavation and alteration of topography.

This excavation will have multiple impacts, including:
o Potential alteration of groundwater levels which may in turn affect the hydrology

of adjacent wetland areas, and
o Alteration of surface runoff patterns, which may directly affect vegetation and

wildlife habitat characteristics of adjacent parcels.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.6 Cultural Resources. The approach to and description of
cultural resources offends principles of social justice, equity, and inclusion and the
state’s Environmental Justice Policy. Beals+Thomas, the Proponent, Mass Historic and an
archaeological lab do not have the moral or legal authority to determine what is
culturally appropriate or culturally significant to the Indigenous people of the region.
These projects are located on unceded Wampanoag territory.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.7. Recreation and Open Space. The claim that 160 acres of
solar projects surrounded by a chain link fence results in fewer open space impacts than
“other potential uses” is unsupportable. First, the other potential uses are never
described accurately and second, if these were residential homes there would be public
ways for walking and recreational activities and people would have backyards for wildlife
and recreation. To say nothing of the fact that ADM has called the police to confront
residents walking in the area or even driving on public roads in the area. What does
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Makepeace suddenly have to hide? If Makepeace has its way the approvals it seeks from
MEPA will create a local version of Area 51.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.9 Transportation. To accomplish the earth removal at 140
Tihonet Road will require at least 160 truck trips per day for at least one year will be
required. The project will not be done in phases, so this is in addition to the truck trips
needed in order to conduct an industrial logging operation and install a massive
construction project of 150,000 solar panels. Tihonet Road is a gravel road that empties
out on to Farm to Market Road and State Route 25. The earth removal and construction
truck traffic will cause damage to roads, impeded the local flow of traffic and create
safety hazards.  The excessive earth removal truck traffic from ADM strip mine sites in
Carver is on the same route: that traffic is required by Carver to travel south via Federal
Road to Farm to Market Road (which intersects with Tihonet Road) and then on to Route
25.  There is already a safety hazard from ADM TMUD industrial and commercial
activities in this area. In May 2021, 258 trucks were observed coming from ADM’s earth
removal sites along this route to Route 25.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.10 Water Supply.  There is no documentation to support the
claim that strip and denuding 160 acres and removing 2 million cubic yards of earth and
installing about a dozen stormwater detention basins will “not impact the aquifer.”

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.12 Air Quality. This section states that the GHG calculation for
140 Tihonet assumes the clearing will be “completed” by the time the solar project is
installed. There is no explanation as to when or how the site will be cleared or who will
do the clearing. This goes on to say a portion of the site may be cleared prior to
construction in association with “agricultural operations to harvest high quality sand.”
This contradicts prior statements by the Proponent. For example, on April 22, 2021, Mr.
Kane stated he did not know the quality of the earth; here it is stated that it is “high
quality.”  The Planning Board site plan review requires an earth removal permit for 140
TIhonet Road. The GHG emissions from this 1.2 m cy earth removal must be calculated
and reported in an EIR.

ADM should be required to account for the “agricultural operations to harvest high
quality sand” it describes.  It is likely that this nomenclature is a deliberate nickname for
industrial scale earth removal so as to cloud the related but unpaid taxes attributable to
the revenue generated therefrom.  The volumes of sand removed by Makepeace under
this ruse could never be used only on its own bogs (a genuine agricultural operation).
Otherwise, there wouldn’t be hundreds sof trucks hauling their sand out to towns and
states where ADM has no agricultural operations. For example, as ADM’s affiliate Read
Custom Solis boasts in its website “ Over 2,600 tons of 70/30 rootzone delivered to
Boston College in two days?  No problem!”     Scholarly articles define Rootzone as “a
highly versatile soil created from a 60/40 mix of sand and sandy soils. The blend is 40%
natural sandy soil and 60% silica sand consisting of medium fine and medium coarse
semi-rounded grains.” Where did this sand come from? And certainly sand delivered to
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BC is not the same as sand used on ADM’s neighboring bogs.   And who is monitoring for
this silica dust – a potential carcinogen?

The EENF is defective because it fails to address the dust associated with the excavation
and site grading.  The Mass Department of Public Health has been asked to investigate
whether the sand to be mined from the Project sites is carcinogenic silica sand.
Elsewhere in the TMUD area, ADM earth mining and trucking operations are causing
serious dust problems that have been reported to local officials, MassDEP and the Mass
Department of Public Health.  The Proponent should be required to provide credible
scientific data about the carcinogenic and public health implications of “harvesting high
quality sand” as part of site preparation and the earth removal that is part of the
Projects.  This is Damage to the Environment within the meaning of MEPA.

● EENF Report, Section 1.4 Alternatives analysis. The “reasonable alternatives” (G.L. c. 30,
Section 32B) to strip mining 158 acres of pristine globally rare Pine Barrens forest to
install a renewable energy generating station include putting solar panels at other more
suitable locations such as on rooftops in Wareham Crossing, industrial buildings, and
parking lots, conservation, efficiency and locally generated electricity.  The so-called
alternatives analysis in the EENF violates MEPA.

The facts and public statements reveal that the “alternatives analysis” for the Phases
C2-12 was and is driven by which location would generate the most “high quality sand”
that could be “harvested” for commercial sale.  ADM has already strip mined vast areas
under the guise of “bog expansion” in the Phase C1 and C2 TUMD areas.  Instead of
siting new bogs and solar there, it is strip mining new areas for lucrative sand claiming it
is site preparation for agriculture and solar. See Figure below: Phase C1 TUMUD area
which shows denuded areas at Phase C1 (Wankinko Bog area)
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● EENF Report, Section Section 2.4.3 Alternative Site Uses. This section states, “Given the
landowners Phase C2 cranberry bog project, cranberry bogs are not necessary at this
time, and these locations [Phases C10-12] are not appropriately sited for agricultural
reservoirs in relation to the landowner’s on-going cranberry bog operations.” This
exposes the inconsistencies behind AD Makepeace’s development activities in the TMUD
area. Contrast the statements in the ADM July 2020 application to the Carver Earth
Removal Committee that it plans to build 18 acres of new bogs and a reservoir on Map
131, Lot 1-2C.

● EENF Report, Section 2.4.4 Preferred Alternative. Removing hills containing lucrative
silica sand and topsoil in order to site land based solar is ADM’s “preferred alternative”
for maximizing profits. This preferred alternative must be included in the description of
the Projects. It is not.

● EENF Report, Section 2.5 Mitigation The environmental impacts have not been avoided
and minimized to the extent practicable. Indeed, they have been deliberately ignored so
as to maximize the economic gain from the projects.
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First, as noted, the alternative to denuding 160 acres of pristine Pine Barrens for solar is
to put in on already developed sites including rooftops and parking lots—or even ADM’s
own already strip-mined land. Second, a mere 436.84 acres of “former TMUD land
bordering Myles Standish State Forest” as the alleged “mitigation” for the massive
environmental destruction that ADM and Borrego Solar have wrought on the globally
rare Pine Barrens ecosystem is not acceptable.

● EENF Report, Section 2.6. Permits/Approvals Required. Phase C 11 requires an Earth
Removal Permit from the Wareham Board of Selectmen. Site preparation at Phases C 10
and 12 may also require Earth Removal Permits.  Earth removal permits for Phases C
3-C9 were also required and were not obtained. This is not disclosed in the EENF.

The Projects also require approvals from DOER under the regulations at 225 CMR 22.00
and related DOER guidelines for solar siting.

● EENF Report, Section 4.0 Cumulative Impact Assessment. This section is inadequate for
reasons state above, and for including the failure to disclose and assess the cumulative
impacts of over 10 years of strip mining and earth removal related for Phase C activities,
including bog development in Phases C 1 and 2.

o Cumulative impacts of earth removal:

As stated in the Massachusetts Sand and Gravel Operation Guidelines: pp. 7-8:

Vegetation and the upper soil horizons provide a pollution buffer for shallow
groundwater. Improperly managed sand and gravel operations may reduce this
protection and introduce hazardous materials and other toxins directly to
groundwater. Massachusetts has developed guidelines for managing sand and
gravel operations. The Massachusetts Clean Water Toolkit – NPS Management
Manual provides guidance on this and many other subjects regarding nonpoint
source pollution.
(See http://www.mass.gov/dep/water/resources/nonpoint.htm#megaman).
 

The EEA Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer Action Report, 2007, 2

recommends that all towns work on an enforceable bylaw for sand and gravel
operations. Although Wareham, Carver and Plymouth regulate sand and gravel
the bylaws do not cite state guidelines for sand and gravel extraction. Therefore,
MEPA cannot defer to local regulation of earth removal because local regulations

2 Urban Harbors Institute, University of Massachusetts Boston, "Plymouth-Carver Sole Source Aquifer: Regional Open
Space Plan" (2008). Urban Harbors Institute Publications. 9.
https://scholarworks.umb.edu/uhi_pubs/9
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do not contain state guidelines to protect the aquifer and surface water bodies.
This issue must be addressed in a new EIR for all of the C1-C12 projects.

o Cumulative GHG impacts. ADM has never addressed the cumulative impacts of
GHG emissions from its activities as required by MEPA regulations and numerous
MEPA certificates. For example:

Phase C-2 MEPA Certificate 12/28/2012: EENF states that ADM will conduct a
GHG protocol.   This was never done.

Phase C-5 MEPA Certificate 4/11/2014 (160 Tihonet Road/Tihonet East-50 acres)
(earth removal not disclosed) also required GHG analysis. This was never done.

Phase C-6 MEPA Certificate 1/27/2017 (Golden Field, 50 acres strip mined)
required GHG analysis. The Certificate states,

“The ENF asserted that the CO2 offsets over a 30 year period are equivalent to
carbon sequestered by 3, 752 acres of trees. This information was provided by a
solar vendor and the ENF did not include data or analysis to support this
assumption. The Proponent is committed to working with the MEPA Office to
develop a specific protocol for quantifying GHG impacts associated with land
alternation that can be employed within the context of MEPA review and
application of the GHG Policy.” P. 5. “The ENF included confirmation of the
Proponent’s commitment to coordinate with EA and MEPA of a protocol to
address GHG emissions association with land alteration…In addition, the
development of the protocol must be guided by other EEA regulatory programs
and studies such as GHG reporting requirements and the Manomet biomass
study, in order to ensure a consistent approach for estimating GHG emissions.”
Pp. 7-8.

This was never done.

Phases C 7, 8 and 9 MEPA Certificate May 2, 2019 (276 Federal Road, 0
Hammond St., 64 Farm to Market Road, 81.5 acres of land clearing and solar).

The Certificate states, “The ENF did not address the loss of carbon sequestration
associated with clearing and regrading the sites. In the ENF filed for the Phase C5
Tihonet East Solar Project, ADM committed to working with the MEPA Office to
develop a protocol for quantifying GHG impacts associated with land alteration
that can be employed within the context of MEPA review and application of the
MEPA Greenhouse Gas Emissions Policy and Protocol. Upon completion of a land
alteration protocol, it should be used to quantify individual and cumulative GHG
emissions associated with land alteration.”
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This was never done.

In sum, ADM failed to comply with FOUR MEPA Certificates requiring a GHG
analysis.  MEPA did nothing and allowed over 300 acres to be strip-mined and
cleared for land based solar. Hundreds more acres have been clear-cut and strip
mined under the guise of agricultural operations. The EENF GHG analysis is
wholly inadequate.  MEPA must require ADM to conduct the GHG analysis first
required in 2012 for C2 and all subsequent projects.

This is an outrageous breach of the spirit and intent of MEPA and violation of the
Certificates made more egregious by the false claim in the EENF that the “tenth,
eleventh and twelfth” solar projects by ADM and Borrego will help the
Commonwealth meet its “admirable renewable energy goals.”

Thank you for consideration of these comments. We expect that MEPA will take appropriate
action to remedy the violations and inadequacies identified here instead of rubber-stamping yet
another ADM-Borrego false climate solution.

We request a response to these comments immediately. Please contact me at 508-259-9154 or
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com to explain how these concerns will be
addressed.

Very truly yours,

Margaret E. Sheehan, Esq.
Volunteer
Community Land & Water Coalition
158 Center Hill Road
Plymouth MA 02360
c. 508.259.9154
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